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Title III and Cultural Diversity

Myron B. Kuropas
Member, National Advisory Council

On the whole, and by what has seemed to be long-
-established custom, most educators in America have
approached the question of cultural diversity among mi-
norities as a "problem" to be solved by education. As John
T. Buchanan wrote in 1920, "Education can solve every
problem of our national life, even that of assimilating our
foreign element."'

The focus of education dealing with this "problem" has
been on what Joshua Fishman calls "the disappearance
phenomenon," defined as "the process by which groups of
immigrant and indigenous origin became assimilated into
American core society and the rapidity with which they
becam e culturally indistinguishable."2 Euphemistically
called "Americanization," the process was meant, in the
words of another educator, "to assimilate and amalgamate
these people as part of our American raze and to implant in
their children, so far as can be done, the Anglo-Saxon
conception of righteousness, law and order, and popular
government . . . "3 The vehicle through which this end was
to be accomplished was, of course, the American common
school.

Thanks in large measure to the growing acceptance of
black consciousness as a legitimate phenomenon within the
American scheme of things, there has in recent years been a
gradual shift of perspective in education. Our nation's
motto, e pluribus unum, is no longer being read as con-
formi tate unum by educators and many are beginning to
accept cultural pluralism as a more accurate model of the
realities of the American social order. A "common school"
education, we are learning, is no longer an adequate stan-
dard for determining the quality of our educational
product. If the schools are adequately to serve all of their
clientele, they must be prepared to develop and manage
educational programs for student populations from a great
variety of socio-ecnomic, ethnic, racial, and psychological
backgrounds. To accomplish this end, both cognitively and
affectively, we need to regard the inheritances of all our
people as identifiable and contributing threads in the total
fabric of our national life.

As an American of Ukrainian ancestry, I am proud to be
associated with Title Ill of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act as one of the few education programs which
recognizes and supports the concept of cultural pluralism at
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the national level. The flexibility of Title III and its ability
to encourage creative responses to many kinds of educa-

tional needs is well illustrated by its leadership in programs
for ethnic studies and bilingual education. This Quarterly
publication lists by states a wide range of elementary and
secondary school projects in this area and gives detailed
information concerning a number of them. They are pro-
grams which seek to alleviate cultural and racial isolation,
enhance self-concept, and preserve ethnic and cultural her-
itage. They are based on the belief that all of us, and espe-
cially our children, need to know who we are, where we
come from, and why we are distinctively important.

The Title III projects described in these pages demonstrate
that the questions and the challenges involved in preserving
ethnic values are as diverse as our nation. There are His-
panic Americans in Pennsylvania and Mexican Americans in
Minnesota. One-fifth of the population of Alaska is non-
white. The French Canadian culture is an important back-
ground to the lives of children in Vermont. Black A:neri-
cans are identified and credited for their historic arLom-
plishments in the curriculum of an Ohio school system.
Wisconsin points to 15 separate waves of immigration
between the Indian Americans who originally inhabited the
state and the Wisconsinite who lives there today. A p ogram
in Nebraska encourages young American Indians to seek
and continue education.

In all of the projects which Title III has made possiole in
the area of "Cultural Diversity," there is profound respect
for the .iniqueness of the cultural inheritance of each stu-
dent. This is a substantial contribution to education, and I
am pleased to call attention to these projects in the hope
that they will point to approaches and ideas which will
enrich the lives of many other children.

John T. Buchanan, ''Compulsory Education," Americanization
(New York: The H. W. Wilson Co., 1920), p. 204.

Joshue A. Fishman, The Historical and Social Contexts of an
Inquiry into Language Maintenance Efforts," Language Loyalty in
the United States, ed. by Joshua A. Fishman (The Hague: Mouton &
Co., 1966), p. 21.

'Remarks by Elwood P. Cubberly, cited in Lawrence Cremin,
The Transformation of the School: Progressivism in American Edu-
cation (New York: Random House, 1961), p. 68.



Two Arts Cu /tune Three (TACT), Sylva, North Carolina

Ethnic Culture and the Open Classroom

The main purpose of Title II I's Project l wo Arts Culture
Three (TACT), it Sylva, North Carolina, is to develop a
strong community-school relationship through emphasis
upon the area's cultural heritage. Sylva, the county seat of
Jackson County, is located in the rugged and picturesque
mountains of western North Carolina. Of the project's
target school population in grades one through six, four
per cent is black, eleven per cent Indian, and the remainder
white.

Jackson County is in the heart of Cherokee country
where, until their removal ine 1838, the Indians claimed
parts of eight southern states. The Cherokee were con-
sidered to be the largest, most influential, and most ad-
vanced of the Indian tribes. They were the only American
Indians to have a written language, and they had a consti-
tution of self-government which was in many respects
similar to that of the United States. Their crafts and arts,
including sculptural forms, were rated as at least equal, if
not superior, to those of other Indian groups.

The white mountain people of English, Irish, and Scots-
Irish descent of the southern Appalachian region were the
last stronghold of authentic folk song and ballads of the
British Isles. Their household utensils, tools, farming imple-
ments, and other handiwork are found in many homes
today, perhaps not in use, but kept as reminders of an inde-
pendent and self-sufficient people.

Southern mountain areas have usually had small black
populations, and Jackson County is no exception. The
black culture of the area is closely associated with that of
the Cherokees and of the white settles who came into the
region. Black music, in the form of spirituals and work
songs, was felt to be a priceless contribution to any ethnic
culture studies and was included in materials prepared for
the project.

It was the intent of Project TACT to develop pertinent
curriculum materials from the three cultures of the region
and through these materials, the use of community resource
personnel, and the services of the five project staff members
to expose students to their all-but-forgotten cultural herit-
age. During the initial planning stage for the first year's
operation, it became evident that new, pertinent heritage-
related materials would have to be researched, developed, and
put into a form useful for elementary school students; and
the project staff decided to concentrate on two art forms
which could readily be adaptedethnic crafts and music.

It was found that Cherokee crafts, mountain crafts, and
black crafts all involved proceckires and techniques of
similar nature. It was therefore possible to initiate a crafts-
activities-oriented approach in the schools which utilized
elements from all of these cultures. To broaden ethnic
exposure for the students and to involve the community,
local resource persons possessing heritage-related skills
frequently participated in classroom activities.

The music staff found that genuine Cherokee Indian
music was scarce, since the Cherokee had no system of
music notation. Black music was plentiful on the com-
mercial market, and folk songs and ballads were available
but needed to be pinpointed to the southwestern Appa-
lachians. As a beginning, the music staff decided upon a
listen-and-participate approach.

A countywide festival and exhibit of the students' work
was held at the end of the project's first year of operation.
The week-long festival, with nightly musical performances
and the display of student craft work, was attended by
more than 1,500 parents, teachers, and school adminis-
trators, and it was apparent that considerable interest had
been generated in the local cultural heritage effort. Further
evidence of the effect of the prog..am was indicated by the
testing program developed by the project staff, in which
more than 1,500 students were given pre- and posttests,
with the average level of results better than the .05 level set
as the achievement goal.

Adaptation of Ethnic Studies
to the Open Classroom

At the beginning of the project's second year of opera-
tion, 1972-73, two important challenges were en-
countered: to delve more deeply into the cultural back-
ground while continuing efforts to present new ethnic craft
and musical materials; and to convert from a traditional
method of instruction to methods that would be acceptable
in an open-classroom concept. Three of Jackson County's
elementary schools were slated to consolidate at the begin-
ning of the 1973-74 school year into a new plant especially
designed for open-classroom use, and the year 1972-73 was
to be one of orientation to open classroom techniques in
the old quarters.

To accommodate to the open concept, where individual-
ization in learning is the rule rather than the exception,
TACT's staff developed craft procedural charts. Step-by-
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step procedures for pottery making, weaving, stitchery,
beadwork, etc. were set up. Display units were constructed
and placed in each classroom as the arts/crafts interest
center, with the area around the display unit designed to
provide space fur from four to eight students. Craft pro-
cedure posters were mounted on the display units and all
necessary materials were provided for completion of the
projects.

Students often use the crafts interest centers completely
independently, but classroom teachers, TACT specialists,
and at times community aides are available to assist if they
are needed. On the primary level, children who cannot read
are helped by older children and by teachers; and for upper-
elementary students, learning activities packets which
enable them to study independently and in depth were
developed.

Interest centers were also created for the Leaching o"
music. Here the materials include tapes of songs, with back-
ground and historical information as well as song words,
brochures printed with the exact narration of the tapes, and
posters which display song words. Mountain instruments
such as the dulcimer and banjo were taped, and children
listen either individually or in groups.

After a year's experience with this approach, the project
staff and most of the classroom teachers felt that the
methods employed in the open classrooms were sound and
practical and can be successful. In addition, some of the
materials developed for this use are quite easily adjustable
to traditional classroom instruction.

There were two unexpected spin-off effects of the open-
clas_.-oom approach. One was that, because the Title III
personnel had had time for planning and assembling mate-
rials for the crafts and music centers, the materials were
logical and well organized and easily used by the students.
The second was that some of the ideas and techniques used
for crafts and music gave classroom teachers insight into
approaches for other subject areas. There was an increased
awareness of the many possibilities for correlating other
subject areas, especially social studies, with the ethnic arts/
crafts and music materials.
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To add to the resources for 1973-74, the staff is de-
veloping a series of minicourses via tape and slides (actually
an extension of the learning packet idea) which stress the
Cherokee Indian history with particular reference to this
region. Also in mind are similar minicourses concerned with
mountain history. In the music division, more materials are
being devised for each ethnic groupan extension of the
tapes on mountain instruments, a production of ethnic
songs and ballads arranged for use with recorders, and some
arrangements of ethnic songs for changing voices. To make
effective use of the choral arrangements, TACT staff
members will do some teaching in the seventh and eighth
grades, thus providing a follow-through program for the
sixth-grade students of the past two years.

For music aid arts/crafts, the stress on individual in-
struction must be handled with sonr,! flexibility. Group
work in music is still used; the children listen and learn
songs by using the tapes, but once a week they are gathered
together in a group to sing what they have been listening to
in the interest centers. It has been found that songs are
learned rather quickly in this way, as students have been
exposed to both the tune and the words in advance of the
group work. incidentally, the tapes have been found to be
quite helpful to traditional classroom teachers who are
otherwise reluctant to deal with a music period. In craft
work, projects for small groups are usually quite effective,
and in the minicourse approach there will of necessity be
some group work.

Project TACT has 'lot solved all of the problems in-
volved in teaching crafts and music in the open classroom,
but it is indicating an approach which may have merit. In
the meantime, Jackson County elementary school children,
as well as their parents and the community at large, have
been made more aware and appreciative of the south-
western Appalachian area which is their home.

This article was written for the Title III Quarterly by Mr. Bernard
Hirsch, Director, Two Arts Culture Three, Sy Iva, North Carolina.



Rota Bilii,gual Learning Project, Rota, Mariana Islands

The Language of Education

Thr Rota Bilingual Project is located in the community
of Songsong in the island of Rota in the Marianas District.
The community, the only one on the island, consists of
about 1,400 persons, the majority of whom engage in
farming as a primary occupation. Tnere is one school on the
island, with grades one through eleven and an enrollment of
346. The project classes contain all Chamorro-speaking
students. The project itself began with both first and
second graders, 63 students in all.

The project has been designed tc meet some persistent
needs of the island's school system. Until the present time,
it has not been possible to offer the children literacy in
their own languageChamorro. Abortive attempts have
been made in the last ten years to teach the children to read
and write Chamorro, but three difficulties seemed to be
paramount: first, there was no backup material available to
the teachers; second, the obvious difficulties of the lack of
standardization of spelling were overwhelming; and third,
the parents and community were left uninvolved in the
educational process.

These difficulties point to educational needs which were
not being met in a comprehensive manner for this om-
munity. However, with the advent of a bilingual dictionary
and a descriptive grammar produced by the Pacific and
Asian Language Institute at the University of Hawaii, and
with the project developing materials, the possibility of
teaching the children to read and write in dieir mother-
tongue has now been realized. And with specific emphasis
being put on the involvement of parents and community,
the third need of parental involvement is now being met.

The implication in parents' reactions to prior attempts
to teach the vernacular seemed to be that the "language of
education" is something other than the native language of
the people, and that "educated people" are only those who
are able to communicate in English. The denigrating effects
upon respect for and pride in their own language, ways of
thinking, expressions, and culture are obvious. The use of
the medium of English was not contributing to the develop-
ment of the medium of Chamorro. The Rota Project has
allowed for the creative growth of the indigenous language
and culture on a level equal to the second language and
culture.

Community involvement has in the past been an elusive
goal. One reason, among many, is that the school cur-
riculum has been English-dominated and western-oriented,

and the parents' ability here is somewhat shaky at best;
thus they remained reluctant to exert any influence in the
school situation. This project has reversed this reluctance
by showing the parents that genuine education can take
place through their own language and that their own cul-
ture is important and should be studied in the classroom.
By devising a Rota-based curriculum and by treating Eng-
lish as a subject rather than as a medium, the project has
encouraged the emergence of parents as one of the domi-
nating forces in the educational process.

Neither the parents nor the civic leaders are in favor of
lessening the efforts to teach English as a second language.
They have strong feelings about English as being the
medium of communicating with the rest of Micronesia as
well as with the larger world beyond. Thus, a strong English
component has been maintained in the project, using a cur-
riculum developed in the Pacific, the Tate Oral English
Syllabus and the South Pacific Commission Readers course
and its related material.

One of the benefits from the Bilingual Program has been
the development and adaptation of programs presently
being specially prepared for Micronesian children. Two of
these include the content areas of mathematics and science.
The mathematics course is Micronesian Mathematics based
on the work of Z.P. Dienes and E.W. Golding and the
theories of Piaget. The Science Curriculum Improvement
Study (SCIS), published by Rand McNally and Company,
is, like the mathematics, a discovery/individual approach
and, also like the mathematics, based on theories of Piaget.
The science program has needed many adaptations to meet
the needs of our students. All vernacular reading/phonics
material is produced on the island of Rota by the project
staff. An eclectic approach is used in reading, with an
emphasis on grouping and individualization.

The social studies curriculum is of special interest to
parents. This, too, is produced on Rota by the project staff.
The project has called for parents to share their knowledge
of customs and methods of doing things. At first there was
a great deal of hesitancy, but as they began to realize the
serious attempts by the staff members to collect their ideas
and incorporate them into the curriculum, their coopera-
tion and curiosity grew. Meetings were held in which
parents were invited to discuss with staff general areas and
methods of approach in the various units of study. They
were particularly pleased and enthused to realize that their
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The Rota Bilingual Education Project asks parents
to share their knowledge of customs and methods of doing
things. These children are making traditional coconut
candy and fashioning rope from the bark of the Pago tree.
The Mariana Islands are part of the United States Trust
Territories of the Pacific Islands and together with other
island groups make up the area known as Micronesia.

Nor

With the aid of a parent knowledgeable in rope making,
children gather bark from the Pago tree.

g

411

8

Children strip the tree of its bark.. They will then
wash the bark in the ocean and let it dry in the sun.

-4

4
With assistance from parents and teachers, lengths of
bark are twisted together to make a strand of rope.

y
This picture shows one of the parents working "hand-
in-hand" with a student in twisting the rope.



children were learning something "Chamorro." The stigma
previously attached to the Chamorro culture as being
"inferior" to western began to fade. They hegan to voice
their opinions and bravely stated that Chamorro language
and culture should be taught to their children.

For various Social Studies lessons children are invited
into homes to listen to the old legends and stories. Even
though children observe their parents in various daily ac-
tivities, the school has now brought attention to these ac-
tivitiesmaking them "educationally respectable." Children
are eager to discuss them with their classmates and it has
recently been noted that parents talk to their children
about these thingsthus making the parent the teacher.
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Whereas before, students in the primary grades had been
subjected to western-oriented culture, of which they knew
little or nothing and which they could not talk about, now
the curriculum is geared for their needs. It is meaningful to
them and it is something which they can be experts in. By
continuing these efforts, not only will pride in the indige-
nous culture be realized but also there will be realization by
parents of their vital role in the educational process of their
children.

This article was written for the Title III Quarterly by Ms. Carole
Lorraine Mihalko, Director, Rota Bilingual Learning Project, Song-
song Village, Rota, Mariana Islands.

A stick is used to guide strands of rope. Putting three strands together makes
for a stronger piece of rope.

',,ehlikitta 'AP
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.....S.::::**k") ;;;.
Students stir the candy mixture
while their teacher looks on.

Children at a parent's home starting a fire to make 9
traditional coconut candy.



Afro-American Curriculum Office and Resource Center, Toledo, Ohio

One Way Toward Minority Studies

Background

One of the most important results of the racial conflicts
of the 1960's was the realization that the curriculum and
the instructional materials in the classrooms of most
schools were woefully inadequate in their portrayal of the
cultural diversity of the United States. Much has been
written about the results of this inadequacy both for the
child and for the teacherthe lack of positive self-image
among the minority group children, the development of the
"white is right" attitude among the majority group chil-
dren, the ignorance of educational personnel about the cul-
tural backgrounds of their students. In order to reverse
these phenomena, the Toledo Public Schools instituted the
Afro,:merican Curriculum rffice and Resource Center
through Title Ill ESEA funds in June. 1970. The general
purpose of the project has been the upgrading of the in-
structional level and the material resources concerning the
black American's contributions to this country's past and
present life.

Philosophy

While most black studies programs have directed their
efforts into the predominantly black schools, Toledo's pro-
gram focuses on the idea that everyone should be exposed
to the culture of Afro-American heritage. The project
operates under the philosophy that instruction about the
Afro-American should be integrated into the regur cur-
riculum on all grade levels in all schools throughout the
school year. Special times, such as African-American His-
tory Week and Brotherhood Week, can be used to highlight
activities of the total year.

On the elementary level, instruction on the Afro-
American heritage centers around human relations as a
general appreciation Jf the contributions of various mi-
norities in American society. There are numerous oppor-
tunities in social studies, language arts, music, and art
whereby these concepts can be introduced. Elementary
concepts are continued on the junior high level, while
adding more specific information and facts about Afro-
Americans for discussion and study. Although high school
students have the option of a well-disciplined Afro-
American studies program, instruction continues within the
required curriculum, especially in the social studies and the
language arts. This type of program transcends racial
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composition of specific classrooms and permits teachers of
all students to make their instructional content more coin-
cidental with American society.

Objectives

Although the project is directly administered through
the Toledo school system, it was designed to service all
public, private, and parochial school systems in the metro-
politan area. Emphasis of project activities is as follows:

1. To establish a resource center.

2. To develop curriculum material on the history and
culture of the black American for use in grades K-12.

3. To institute an ev,luation system for materials and
textbooks.

4. To conduct i nservice training for educational
personnel.

5. To engender better overall human relations among
teachers and students.

Afro-American Resource Center

A central resource center has been established for the
Toledo area schools, with a current holding of 1,640 book
titles and 650 audio-visual titles. Every piece of instruc-
tional material was evaluated before purchase according to
the following criteria:

Do materials

indicate that America is a multiracial and multi-
cultural society?
reveal broad commonalities of all races and cultures
and present the environmental and historical in-
fluences that shape group differences?

avoid the use of negative stereotypes and caricatures
in portraying group differences?
adequately represent the contributions of black
Americans to our society, particularly giving credit to
individuals for their past accomplishments?
develop a positive self-image for blacks?

present the factors which have forced the black
American into a disadvantaged position in our
society?
develop understanding, acceptance, empathy and re-
spect for the black community?



motivate examination of our attitudes and behavior
in regard to prejudice?
analyze conflict situations honestly and objectively
with emphasis on possible solutions?

emphasize prejudice as an obstruction to mutual
understanding?

help develop values conducive to the wholesome and
peaceful interrelationships of all groups in the United
States?

Resources in the center are periodicals, books, films,
filmstrips, records, visuals, and games, to supplement art,
music, language arts, social studies, human relations and
physical education. Any of the instructional iteriak may
be used by educational personnel, in 'uding students,
teachers, or administrators, and by interested community
people. Circulation of these materials has increased greatly.
During the first year of operation, 434 visitors requested
1,123 pieces of instructional material; during the third year
of operation, counting only September through June, over
2,200 visitors requested 7,799 pieces of instructional mate-
rial. The librarian has compiled an Audio-Visual Handbook
on Afro-American Materials, which describes completely by
content, grade level, and type all the audio-visual materials
in the center. This book assists visitors in making selections
for their general and specific purposes.

Curriculum Development

A group of three teachers, specialized on the elementary,
the junior high, and the senior high school levels, took the
materials which they had carefully evaluated and developed
curriculum units on the implementation of these instruc-
tional materials in specific class-ooms. These units were
piloted, evaluated, and distributc-.1 to teachers on all grade
levels throughout the metropolitan area. Titles include
Guide to Afro-American Studies and Correlation of Afro-
American Studies With American History, on the high
school level; Guide to American History: Minority Studies
Supplement, on the junior high level; Materials Handbook
for Intermediate Grades and Materials Handbook for Pri-
mary Grades, on the elementary level. In order to keep the
units current with new materials and methodology, the
staff publishes a periodic newsletter-bulletin with further
suggestions on how teachers can include the contributions
of various minorities in the normal course of study.
Specialized bibliographies of instructional materials have
been distributed on American History, American Litera-
ture, African Arts and Crafts, African and Afro-American
Art, and African and Afro-American Music.

inservice Training

In order to provide teachers and other interested per-
sonnel with the background to handle the instructional
materials, a series of five inservice methods has been em-
ployed: an Afro-American Resource Center Speaker Series;
Professional Growth Seminars through the Toledo Public
Schools; inservice meetings for school and public library
personnel; presentations and demonstrations for educa-
tional, social and community groups; and Institutes on
Instructional Materials Regarding the Afro-American.

The Afro-American Resource Center Speaker Series has
covered a variety of topics, including Communicating with
Inner-City Youth, Images of Africa, Society at War with Its

Children, What Is Modern Africa, Eye of the Storm, and
African Art in the Modern American Classroom. These
programs featured well-known speakers on the various
subjects and were attended by educational personnel
and interested community visitors. Individual presen-
tation', by the center staff have been designed for
spe,,:ric classrooms or for groups from various organi-
zations. In 1970 the Toledo Public Schools instituted a new
program of staff development called Professional Growth
Seminars. The center has conducted courses on black his-
tory and implementation of black studies within this
framework.

The center has cooperated with the University of Toledo
in offering two Institutes on Afro-American Materials.
Selection of participants was based on grade level or subject
matter taught and included teachers and administrators.
Specific goals wer" that teachers would be familiarized with
the instructional materials, would be instructed how to
develop their own curriculum units utilizing these materials,
and would produce definite lesson plans 'vhich could be
taught on their grade levels and in their subject matter.
Evaluations by the participants indicated that all thought
the Institutes were of great benefit to their personal knowl-
edge and would aid tremendously in their teaching during
the regular school year. The three most frequently men-
tioned positive aspects were (1) the familiarization with the
great amount and variety of available materials, (2) the
group work which allowed for an excellent exchange of
ideas on methodology, and (3) a greater awareness of the
problems and positive elements of all minority cultures.

Results

The three most general results of the efforts of the Afro -
American Curriculum Office and Resource Center have
been (1) a general awareness of the void in the curriculum
of our schools, (2) the establishment of the means to fill
that void, and (3) the actual attempt by many classroom
teachers to fill that void both for themselves as individuals
and for their students. These results can be illustrated by
the growth in circulation of instructional materials from the
resource center and by the assistance provided by the
center personnel in individual classroom demonstrations to
begin, summarize, and highlight units on minority contribu-
tions. Although a Monthly User Index indicates the wide-
spread ongoing implementation of instruction on minori-
ties, the immense amount of planned human-relations
activities reported during February, 1973, was particularly
gratifying. Every school in the Toledo system and most of
the schools in the Toledo metropolitan area observed in
some fashion African-American History Week and Brother-
hood Week. These observations took place in schools with
all types of racial composition, with no racial conflict.

Evaluation reports have indicated that students are
growing in their perspective of self-worth and of human
worth. One third-grade teacher asked her students to draw
pictures of cowboys, as an art-oriented pretest. She re-
ported that 54 per cent of her class of all-black students
drew pictures with only white cowboys represented. After
she had taught a unit on "Blacks in the West," the posttest
drawings showed that only nine per cent of the class still
drew only white cowboys a 45 per cent shift toward his-
torical accuracy.
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Another school reported that after instruction on "Afro-
Americans in American Life," a unit of several weeks' dura-
tion presented in aa all-white schoo! at sixth-grade level,
students wrote and published articles in their school news-
paper extolling the virtues c:f and ontributions made by
Afro-Americans. This culmination of the unit was an ac-
tivity not planned by the teacher but initiated by the stu-
dents.

Conclusion

The project dots not claim to have solved all the prob.
lerns which have arisen because of the exclusion of the
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experiences of minorities from school curricula. The major
problems lie in alteration of values and attitudes which
exist in society. The project has concentrated on those
individuals who have indicated a readiness for change and a
willingness to work for that change. The next phase will be
the continuation of project activities with greater inclusion
of those people who may not have been touched by the
initial efforts.

This article was written for the Title III Quarterly by Mr. Wesley J.
Jones, Jr., Director, Afro-American Curriculum Office and Resource
Canter, Toledo, Ohio.



Indian Community Guidance, Alliance, Nebraska

American Indian Students

On the twenty-third of May, 1973, blue robes flowing in
the cool evening breeze, 53 seniors from Alliance High
School took their places in front of the football stadium for
graduation exercises. Among them, standing tall, was the
first full-blooded Sioux Indian student to graduate from the
Alliance, Nebraska, school system in 35 years. He was the
first male in his family to complete high school, and he had
successfully combined his junior and senior years while
working as an employee of the Indian Community Guid-
ance Center.

Floyd War Bonnet represented both the reason for and
the success of the Center, which was funded under Title III
to meet the special needs of Indian students in the Alliance
school system. Specific criticisms of the schools by area
native Americans had included that Indian students were
not completing high school. Other failures of the school
system cited by Indian parents included:

Nearly 100 per cent of the Indian children in school
were identified as low achievers on standard achieve-
ment tests.
Attendance of Indian children was poor, but nothing
had been done to correct the situation.
The schools had not employed any Indian pv,ple as
role models for young Indians.
Nothing had been done by the schools in the area of
cultural awareness education.

Located 75 miles south of the Pine Ridge Indian Reser-
vation in South Dakota, the Alliance, Nebraska, community
of 7,000 perse is has 35 families of non-Anglo ethnic origin,
most of them Indian. The Community Guidance project
was conceived by school officials as an effort to reach out
to the 100 Indian students and their parents in Alliance.

A series of goals was established in relation to the identi-
ried problems. The schools would attempt to improve the
attendance of Indian students; they would assist students to
stay in school to earn their high school diplomas; there
would be specific efforts to increase the achievement level
of Indian students; and lines of communication would be
established between the schools and the Indian community.

Seeking to encompass the total educational e \perience
of the Indian children, the project initiated a comprehen-
sive program which begins before the opening of school anc:
ends late in the evening. A breakfast program picks up from
30 to 35 students each morning, takes tnern to breakfast,

and then drops them off at their respective schools. This
effort and all other aspects of the day-to-day operation of
the Guidance Center are the responsibility of ACTION
volunteers from the Nebraska Opportunities for Volunteers
in Action (NOVA) program at the University of Nebraska
in Lincoln. NOVA's also work as tutors and teacher aides in
the target elementary school where most of the Indian stu-
dents are enrolled and serve as administrative assistants to
the project director and as probation volunteers in the
county court system.

...111111e.

The project was written to provide, in addition to the
director, a counselor for the Guidance Center who would
work with the total school system to achieve the goals of
the program. After talks with local Indian people, the
project director and school administrator believed that the
counselor should be an Indian, whose ethnic background
would facilitate his work of bringing the school system, the
Anglo community, and the Indian community into unity.
Few Indians have been trained in the field of counseling
and guidance, and the project during its first year
tempted to operate with two Indian counselors who had
had no such preparation. This proved to be unsuccessful,
and the lack of a native American in this position was a
distinct disadvantage to the program.
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The Guidance Center is housed in a converted former
dentist's office over a downtown business, a six-room suite
with a reception area. Here one room is stocked with
games, another serves as a library and study area, and there
is an art room as well as a television area and additional
quiet study space. The library includes a selection of
popular literature and many of the classics, reference mate-
rials, children's books, and literature which emphasizes
Indian culture.

Activities sponsored by the Center include a drug educa-
tion program; a Lakota language class; recreation programs
such as tennis, basketball, and weekly bowling and roller
skating; and educational field trips. During the first
year, students visited the Nebraska State Assembly during a
legislative session, travelled to Pine Ridge, Wounded Knee,
Fort Robinson, and Scottsbluff, and attended an Indian
culture conference at a nearby state college. Summer plans
include swimming and a visit to the Wind River Indian
Reservation in Wyoming.

The Center and staff also provide a number of special
services to the students. NOVA counselor-aides work
sympathetically with the youngsters when there are per-
sonal problems, and the students are provided with a
limited amount of medical care in the form of dental and
eye services and emergency care by a doctor.

The project encountered problems during its first year in
eliciting the constructive response it had hoped for from
the adult Indian community. It had been expected that
Indian parents would accept the responsibility for initiating
action programs at the Center and that they would volun-
teer to work there with their own children. That this re-
sponse was slow in coming was attributed to the apathy
which had been created in the Indian community over a
long period of time concerning education and its potential
for a minority group.

The students themselves, however, are enthusiastic about
the project and its opportunities. No student is required to
take part, since the project is based upon voluntary utiliza-
tion of the program by the entire community, both Anglo
and Indian. Thirty or more children are regularly at the
Center each Jay. "The fact that the kids do use the Center
voluntarily is one of the most important aspects of the
program," said one of the NOVA volunteers. "In fact, they
are so voluntary that we get more business than we can
handle." The most popular game is chess, and television
programs such as Sesame Street have enthusiastic audiences.
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Three bus runs are made each day, at six, eight, and ten
o'clock in the evening, to take the children home. Study
hours are set at seven o'clock for elementary students and
eight to ten o'clock for high school students.

With the project in operation from December, 1971,
certain results can be reported. In addition to Floyd War
Bonnet, two other Indian students have earned high school
diplomas. All plan to attend college. School attendance of
many Alliance Indian students has improved and ab-
senteeism is considerably reduced. Students who have
dropped out of school have been located and have returned
to classes. Participation in school activities by Indian stu-
dents has risen from none in most previous years to ten
students participating during the current school year.

One of the most important accomplishments of the
project has been the opening of a channel of communica-
tion between the Indian community and the school system.
Parents are now regularly involved in advisory board
meetings where many decisions regarding the program are
made. Ten Indian parents attended Alliance parent-teacher
conferences last year, in contrast to previous years in which
not more than one or two would be present.

Indian adults represented on the Community Guidance
Center Advisory Board recently formed another advisory
committee to apply for funds from the new Indian Educa-
tion Act. They are tentatively planning to employ two
counselor aides from the local Indian population, who will
take responsibility for duties previously performed by
, VA's and will work directly with the new elementary
school counselor to be hired before the next school year
begins. The counselor, with full qualifications in the field,
will work in the project's target elementary school in addi-
tion to coordinating activities of the Center and of coun-
selor aides.

The true value of the Community Guidance project may
not be known for years to come. The efforts being made
with young Indian children may not show clear results until
they grow into adulthood and themselves become parents.
However, subjective affective gains are already noticeable,
and ,udents, parents, and program staff feel thLt much has
been done to improve the situation of Indian students in
Alliance, even while they concede that more remains to be
done.

This article was written for the Title III Quarterly by Mr. William
Podraza, Director, Indian Community Guidance, Alliance, Nebraska.



Cultural Resource Center

Spanish of the Southwest,

Alamosa, Colorado

A Picture Story

Bilingual class, first grade

Zik

Mexican artifacts, from the Resource Center collection

Forty-seven per cent of the population of the San Luis
Valley in Colorado is Spanish-speaking; yet until July,
1971, there was no resource center in the Valley which
emphasired Spanish culture. Under a Title III giant to the
San Luis Valley Board of Cooperative Services, the Cultural
Resource Center Spanish of the Southwest now serves six
counties and 14 school districts in a predominantly rural
area which has 11,000 students in glades kindergarten
through twelve. The purposes of the Center ale to attumu-
late and preserve cultural materials ut the southwestern
United States from the time of the cad\ Spanish explorers
to the present day and to ticate t (not ulum dealing with
the culture of the Hispanic people ()I the legion. An exten-
sive collection of materials is made available to sthods, and
the Center assists teachers in the creation ut study units.
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Bilingual class, first gradelearning colors in Spanish

Third-graders completing their unit on
History and Culture of the Southwest.

Cultural artifacts at the Cultural Resource Center
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An Open-Space Bilingual /Bicultural Approach to Elementary Education, Bristol, Pennsylvania

The Spanish Speaking Child

Today's schools are increasingly prepared to recognize
and deal with many forms of individual differences in chil-
dren, but few are able to cope with the language and cul-
tural barriers which exist for the Spanish-speaking child
who is confronted with a foreign language and culture when
he enters elementary school. The Bristol Borough Public
Schools' Title III project An Open-Space Bilingual!
Bicultural Approach to Elementary Education was initiated
to meet this special problem. Bristol, Pennsylvania, has an
elementary school population which is more than ten per
cent Spanish-speaking, as the result of an influx of Puerto
Rican citizens into the metropolitan area of Philadelphia.

The project is based upon several beliefs. The first is that
American education must recognize the cultural pluralism
of American society through appropriate programs which
foster preservation of the cultural roots of all people, and
that this is especially true of the citizens of Puerto Rico,
who are also citizens of the United States. A second
premise is that language is the primary expression of a cul-
ture, and any attempt to denigrate the mother tongue of an
individual damages his drive for self-actualization. The
Puerto Rican child has deep roots in his Spanish language
and culture, and the school should hclp the child to culti-
vate his unique heritage. The third concept underlying the
project is that a meaningful program for Puerto Rican chil-
dren sh)uld be both bilingual and bicultural, with bilin-
gualism defined as the understanding, in varying degrees, of
two languages, while biculturalism implies knowing and
being able to operate successfully in two cultures. Bicul-
turalism includes knowing modes of behavior, beliefs,
values, customs, and mores of two different groups of
people.

Needs of the Spanish-speaking Child

Using these beliefs as a partial philosophy, a committee
of parents, teachers, and community leaders assessed the
needs of the Spanish-speaking children in Bristol. In doing
so, they concluded that Puerto Rican children have the
same educational needs as all other children and in addition
have special need of

active participation in the life of the school and the
community.
effective communication skills in both English and
Spanish.

knowledge and understanding of their own culture
and culture on the mainland.

motivation towards self-actualization.
a learning environment commensurate with personal,
social, and intellectual maturity.
teachers, administrators, and other school personnel
who can communicate with them and who under-
stand their culture.
a school community consisting of teachers, children,
parents, and neighbors working together to benefit
all.

Instructional Program

These needs became the outline and the foundation for a
new instructional program. Specifically, the committee re-
fined and expanded the needs as follows:

Active participation in the life of the school and the
community. To assure the greatest possible school and com-
munity involvement, a Spanish speaking school-community
worker was employed. His major role is to keep the
Spanish-speaking community, children, parents, and friends
informed about and involved in the school. This is accom-
plished through coffee meetings, parent workshops, evening
parent/child programs, parent volunteer programs, and
especially home visitations. He works closely with children,
teachers, and community leaders to extend the physical and
philosophical ideals of the school to the entire community.
The school-community worker is the visible arm of the
school which reaches out and touches every Spanish com-
munity member.

Effective communication skills in both English and
Spanish. All children become bilingual. Each child develops
oral and written communication skills in both English and
Spanish. To accomplish this, the language in the classroom
reflects both cultures with the two languages used inter-
changeably during the day.

Knowledge and understanding of his own culture and
culture on the =inland. Biculturalism is a major objective.
The Spanish-speaking child is expected to know, appreciate,
and be able to adapt to and live in two cultures. If he is to
do this, it is essential that the classroom and the home
become one living learning environment where community
and school membars interact.
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Motivation towards self-actualization. To the child who
has failed academically and often socially, it is essential to
see and experience immediate rcievance and success. This is
accomplished through the elimination of most previously
used or similarly packaged materials. All workbooks and
most textbooks were abandoned in favor of teacher-made
materials and trade books. Abstract !earnings were replaced
by manipulative and concrete expeliences. The children
work closely with adults and teenagers who have a positive
outlook regarding the future for the Spanish-speaking child.

A learning environment commensurate with personal,
social and intellectual maturity. The children are taught
how to learn, how to explore, discover, and direct their
own learning. Even more important, they learn how to help
others do the same, Great emphasis is placed upon helping
and cooperative effort. The classroom becomes a workshop
that reaches into the home and community fur materials
and resources.

icuchers, Ud11111115 tailors, and other school personnel
who can cumrntumiiate with non-English-speaking young-
sters and who understand their culture. The success of any
program lies in its ability to make significant changes in the
attitudes and values of the participants. It was believed
essential that all the participants, whether active or poten-
tially active, gain the same insights as the children. There-
fore, inservice education was provided to all personnel on a
regular basis. Included in this training was language acquisi-
tion and culture exposure.

A sc /lord community consisting of teachers, children,
parents, and neighbors tvorking together to benefit
Obvious Is, this need was not unique to bilingual education,
but it was essential to the success of the orogram. Under-
lying the entire project was a feeling of unity and purpose.

An Open-.Space Bilingual/Sicultural Approach to Ele-
mentary Lchication provides tor combination of several
innovations in education. These include (1) family
grouping, where children of different ages are taught ac-
ci)rdlng to their individual levels of mastery, (2) continual
progress, by which children arc encouraged to progress
through skills-km(1111gs regal dless of grade designation, (3)
open classroom, %%here the space is designed with inde-
pendent centers and learning stations to encourage explora-
tion and discovery, (4) open eriii«thori, in which the pupil
k responsible and takes the initiatiYc ton his/her !earnings,
and 15) hrlwynal education, rshele children learn through
their own language while also learning another (English!
Span i-,h) language.

One hundred and four children were iandomly selected
for the program. One halt were English-speaking and one-
half Spanish-speaking. Four teachers and an aide were
assigned full time to the classroom, and a language-arts
specialist and a community- school worker were assigned
part t inc. .

1 he Open-ya,e Iblinqual curriculum is similar to the
curriculum of all other classes in the school district. the
same reading, mathematics, science, social studies, and Ian-
e.uage arts concepts ate introduced, but emphasis is placed
upon pupil initiation and interaction and individualiied
learning patterns. Instruction is augmented with a great

(Icy ices. I he
lions to the curriculum ale the use of two languages
(English and Spanish) and the emphasis on two diverse cul-
tines. Each child is taught basic skills through his native
language, iii the while learning and practicing the other

IS

language. As facility increases with the second language, the
percentage of instructional time is balanced so that even-
tually all children, both English and Spanish, spend 50 per-
cent of their time reading, speaking, and writing English
and 50 percent of their time reading, speaking, and writing
Spanish.

Two classrooms, an adjoining corridor, and an office
were carpeted to create one open-space classroom. Within
this space, nine skill and interest (learning) centers were
created. These areas include science, perception, library,
reading, social living, arts, language arts, math, and tutorial/
independent investigation. Each area is designated by a
color (bookcases, tables, rug section, etc.). Within each
center, low bookcases made of boards and cinder blocks,
cartons, and tables provide storage for teaching/learning
tools and equipment. Displayed on the shelves are a wide
variety of instructional materials that are within easy reach
of all the children.

During the day, the children move freely from area to
area, experiencing learning. Their daily progress is recorded
on a large tagboard or on individual progress sheets. When
the child successfully completes an area, he places the ap-
propriate color tag beside his name or checks his progress
sheet.

Once in a center, the child selects, or is guided by the
teacher to, specific learning materials. When he takes a
piece of equipment, game or activity, he MUST complete it.
If he has difficulty, he is encouraged to turn to other stu-
dents or to the teacher for help. When the materials arc
finally completed, the child raises his hand and is "checked
out" by the teacher, It is during this check-out time that
the major teaching takes place. Together, child and teacher
discuss what the child has done, what he has learned, how
he has learned it, and why. In many instances, this discus-
sion leads to further activities in the same or other centers.
When the materials are finally completed, the child is free
to select more advanced materials within that center or to
move to another. Small groups are also used to teach new
skills or to reinforce previously taught skills.

The following is a typical morning of a child within the
program:

Hiram enters the classroom and places a colored tag
beside his name, thus showing the teacher that he is in
school today. He takes his milk-money to one of the older
children who help in the classroom each day, and when he
has finished drinking his milk, he is free to explore the
school environment. Today, he chooses to begin in the
science area. Reading in either English ur Spanish, he learns
the procedures of a particular experiment. When he has
completed the tasks involved, he and a friend who has just
completed the same activity join in gathering and recording
the results. One of the teachers comes to the two boys
when she sees their hands raised to indicate they have com-
pleted their work, and for a few minutes teacher and stu-
dents talk together about what the boys have done. When
she is satisfied that they have learned the concept involved
in the experiment, the teacher suggests that Hiram and his
friend place a second colored tag beside their names and
then continue on to another interest area.

Hiram's next stop is the liblar. Here he listens to an
audio-tape in either English ur Spanish, and then goes to
the aide, who is reading a story aloud. Some of the children
choose to act out the story when the teacher has finished
reading it, but Hiram prefers to move on to the art center,



where he dk ;rides to paint a picture. When the painting is
finished, he is asked to identify ten objects in it and write
down the English or Spanish words for them; these are then
added to his personal card file of words.

Throughout the day, Hiram explores in this manner a
wide variety of materials and situations in the classroom,
using both Spanish and English in his work and play with
the other children. In the evening, his parents join other
parents and their children in a social event at the school, for
which parents have prepared food typical of their own
countries. For several hours, everyone enjoys the food and
music of two very different but now compatible cultures.

Results

This program has now been in operation for two years.
Its success is clearly visible when compared against the
needs as expressed by the Committee for the Establishment
of Bilingual Education.

1. The school and the home have become working part-
ners, with learning a joint effort of both the school
and the home. Parents are given the background and
the materials to help teach their children, and con-
tinued guidance is provided by both the teacher and
the school-community worker.

2. The children see relevance in what they learn because
it is self-initiated and self-directed. Motivation and
direction comes from the child, not from a textbook.

3. The children have become active learners and
teachers. Children have learned to work together and
to help each other in their common task of learning.

4. Statistically significant gains have been recorded in all
areas of the curriculum, with the most notable gains
in vocabulary acquisition, writing, reading, and num-
ber facts. The gains were significant at the .05 level of
confide nce.

The Future

The future of the bilingual/bicultural program is secure,
but not as an isolated small project. The Title III funds have
caused a much larger transformation. Beginning in Sep-
tember, 1973, one large elementary school will be sub-
divided into three independent minischools, with each
school to provide a unique K-6 structure for learning.
There will be one school for open-space bilingual/bicultural
education, one for open-space education, and one for self-
contained education. This structure will offer truly alterna-
tive learning environments, so that teachers and children
may be placed in learning/teaching situations commen-
surate with their unique styles and abilities.

This article was written for the Title III Quarterly by Dr. Michael
Zotos and Dr. Richard Wylie, An Open-Space Bilingual /Bicultural
Approach to Elementary Education, Bristol, Pennsylvania.
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Open Concept School for Indian Education, Sault St. Marie, Michigan

A Flexible and Individualized
Approach to Education

The Open Concept School for Indian Education, in Sault
Ste. Marie, Michigan, is a Title III project now in its second
year of operation. Parents, the teaching staff, and the
administration look back with a mixture of exasperation
and pride at the result of the first year's programexaspera-
tion because not all the promises have been fulfilled, and
pride because the gains to date have been substantial
enough to have earned widespread support for its continu-
ance.

Before the inception of this open concept school, the
Finlayson neighborhood school, although located far from
the socio-economic and racial problems of the metropolitan
city, had a history of problems remarkably similar to those
encountered in ghetto areas. Over half of the students come
from a disadvantaged socio-economic background and
approximately 60 per cent of the children can claim kinship
with the Indian ethnic minority. The Indian youngsters,
most of whom are of mixed parentage, are descendants of
the once-proud Chippewa Salteurs, who had treaty and
fishing rights on the St. Mary's Rapids. With the decrease of
the fish population and the extinction of treaty rights, the
people had to try to survive in a culture which had elimi-
nated the basis of their economic activity without substi-
tuting any other form of assistance. Special consideration
of this nature was available only to Indians living on reser-
vations. The effect of this economic and cultural neglect,
still apparent today, is to leave these people without a
strong indigenous culture which could sustain their need for
identification, but with a very deep distrust of all of-
ficialdom.

About 20 per cent of the student population comes
from Sugar Island, a large island situated in the St. Marys
River and accessible only by ferry. While the distance be-
tween the Island and the Mainland is less than 1,000 yards
at several locations, ice conditions in the River together
with the population's desire to lead their own way of life
conspire to create in the children, at least when they first
come to the Mainland schools, a pattern of mental and
spiritual isolation which makes communication difficult.

These (actors resulted in a school population which had
little contact and dialogue with the teachers and adminis-
tration, whose achievement was much below the achieve-
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ment levels of the district as a whole, and which generated
more than its snare of behavior problems. Students after
leaving Finlayson School tended to encounter increasing
difficulties in junior high and high school and dropped out
at the first legal opportunity. In fact, the year before the
open concept program was instituted the graduating class at
the high school contained no former Finlayson School
students.

Faced with these problems, the district administration
had tried to improve the educational climate by increasing
the number of teacher aides in the school, by providing
additional consultant help, and by using all the resources
available through compensatory programs such as Title I.

The results of this approach were quite disappointing. While
indiviclua' students made some progress, the overall achieve-
ment remained at a low level and the indifference of stu-
dents toward school scarcely changed. When the educators
were forced to conclude that their efforts had been ineffec-
tive, the realization grew that only a radical change which
embodied a different approach to the educational processes
would have any chance of success.

Earlier, the school district had experimented with an
open concept summer school -a school that was based on
the assumptions that children could take more responsi-
bility for their own activities and for their own learning;
that providing choices for the learner would increase his
independence, teach him to make decisions at an early age,
and make school emotionally more satisfying and more
attractive to him; and that teachers would have oppor-
tunities to create flexible responses to individual needs and
to broaden the approaches to skills instruction. This open
concept summer school, which allowed a maximum of
choices to the children, succeeded beyond expectations in
keeping Le participants in attendance for the duration of
the program, and it created an atmosphere of trust and
communication between learner and teacher that impressed
everyone who observed the project. Based on this success in
a limited short-term experience, an open concept approach
was planned for the Finlayson School. Results of these
efforts were presented to Title III officials for funding and
the program was accepted to be financed for a three-year
developmental phase.



The approach to open education that emerged from the
planning and the cabsequent operation of the program over
two school years has resulted in a number of educational
processes which, taken together, form a school that is quite
unlike any other school in the area. Of course, such far
reaching changes cannot occur without the active support
and cooperation of the staff. In order to secure the neces-
sary teacher commitment, the staff for the program was
recruited from volunteers. Those staff members who were
already in the school but decided not to participate were
given a chance to transfer to another building.

In the open school each teacher has a homeroom or
supportive group of approximately 25 children. The com-
position of the supportive group is decided by the teachers
at the beginning of the year. Care is taken that each group
is composed of three age levels an that it reflects the socio-
economic and ethnic mix present in the school as a whole.
The supportive teacher works with the students in the
group both individually and in group sessions for the pur-
poses of guidance, diagnostic work, and monitoring the
individual student's progress. Each supportive teacher keeps
a continuous file on the students where all the test results
are recorded and where the student's achievement of per-
formance objectives is monitored. Every two weeks the
teacher holds an individual conference with each student in
her group. During that conference, progress toward educa-
tional goals is discussed and charted, plans are made for the
next interconference period, and if necessary, work assign-
ments are made, especially in curricular areas where the
need for additional help may be indicated.
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'The children are free to work in any area,
especially when they assist others with their efforts . ."

During the day, the children are free to move from one
learning arca to a %other to participate in individual and
group projects which interest them and which, in many
cases, were discussed and initiated during the individual
conferences with the teachers. The rooms do not look at all

like classrooms. They have been transformed into learning
areas where a variety of materials and equipment are avail-
able for children's use. The materials include texts and
workbooks, self-contained multimedia programs, and a
large number of teacher- and student-created learning aids.
In every learning area one finds devices and materials, some
crude, some rather sophisticated, which can be manipu-
lated, rearranged, touched, or transformed by the students
in their search for new concepts.

While the special arrangement in the learning centers
may look haphazard to a casual visitor, it is the result of a
carefully planned program leading to mastery of cognitive
skills and concepts and is based on a series of predeter-
mined performance objectives. In addition, some unity of
thought is usually achieved by exploring a major theme in
all subject matter areas. For instance, a number of projects
dealt with prehistoric animals, and this led to an inquiry
into the life of early man. Previously, an exploration of
Indian culture, past and present, provided a focus for in-
quiry culminating in numerous projects in and out of
school. For instance, a group of youngsters was introduced
to the mysteries of ceremonial Indian dancing at Saturday
afternoon sessions conducted by a local expert.
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"Providing choices to the learner would increase his
independence...."
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In addition to the curricular concerns represented by the
various learning stations, two special rooms play an impor-
tant and unique role in the total educational approach. A
laboratory available to all children on a referral basis pro-
vides opportunities for both advanced and detailed inquiry,
especially in the areas of science and math, and for remedial
work or one-to-one special assistance. A teacher and two
aides work to assist the children with their varied individual
needs and to develop math and science experiment
interest to the children. The lab is a very popular place, and
since it is being used for advanced work as well as for
remedial help, children clamor for the referral slips and
there has never been a problem with the stigma that is sc.
often attached when a child is assigned to a remedial cente,
A similar function is carried out by the library media
center. As with the laboratory, all students have access to
the library and they are taking full advantage of this oppor-
tunity. The work that the children do ranges from rather
advanced research to individual attention with basic reading
skills. The library is staffed by a full-time aide and it is
being supervised by one of the general teachers on a part-
time basis.

Music, art, and physical education round off the of-
ferings at Finlayson School. Roving teachers in those three
area, visit the school at regular intervals and build their
educational program in cooperation with the staff at the
scene. In physical education, motor skills activities arc
being stressed. Both art and music tend to explore the full
range of human expression in those areas. As is the case
with other subject areas, children have free access to the
programs. The individual activities in all areas have been so
varied and so stimulating that most of the children have
participated in one facet or another.

Not only do the children have freedom of movement,
but the teachers, too, have organized themselves in such a
way that they can move on occasion from one area to
another to offer assistance and to build learning centers. In
order to facilitate this sharing, the staff has grouped itself
into three teams. They are the preschool unit, where two
teachers and one aide work with children from 31/2 through
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6 years of age; the primary grouping, with three teachers
and one aide concerned with children aged 6 to 9; and the
later-elementary team of three teachers and an aide which
focuses its activities on children from ages 9 to 12.
Although the teams are grouped in this way to facilitate
planning for and to direct attention to the instructional
needs of the respective age groups, considerable crossing
between the teams occurs at all levels. The children are free
to work in any area, especially when they assist others with
their efforts, but the teachers too find themselves on occa-
sion exchanging places to work in areas across the consti-
tuted teams. Within the team grouping the staff works
together very closely so that each teacher has the time to
hold individual student conferences and an opportunity to
work with children in regularly scheduled small group ses-
sions.

In this program where children and staff members are
working together toward a common goal, where movement
and interaction is being encouraged, and where the staff is
usually found surrounded by a small circle of children who
have questions and concerns, it is easy for a visitor or a
parent to become c&tgilt up in the process, especially since
the children in the building have a tendency to recruit
anyone they can find when they want to show something
or when they need assistance. This is especially important,
since a project such as this could not succeed without the
help of the parents and the school community as a whole.

In order to build better community relations, the staff at
Finlayson undertook a number of steps which helped to
break down the barrier that existed between school and
home. Instead of the customary two parent/teacher con-
ferences, the staff is holding four conferences, one of which
is scheduled when school is in session so that the parents
can observe the operation firsthand. A parental advisory
council meets regularly with the staff to discuss school
operation in an informal manner. Finally, a special effort
was made to revitalize the parent/teacher organization by
increasing student presentations at scheduled meetings and
by reducing formal meeting procedures to an absolute mini-
mum, since these procedures were vaguely frightening to
many of the people in the attendance area.

K

"The rooms do not look at all like classrooms.
They have been transformed into various learning areas...."
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"Each teacher has ... an opportunity
to work with children in regularly
scheduled small group session."



Of course, not all parents are supporting the new ap-
proach to education. It is especially important that those
who view the experiment with concern arc made to feel
that they can approach the professionals involved with
frankness and receive a fair hearing. The building of the
(ind of relationship which will result in the necessary trust
for this interchange to occur is a continuing process. It can
now be fairly stated that the suspicion and isolation of the
last few years is being broken down and the parents are
finding out that they have a voice in the education of their
children.

It was not expected that the short period of operation of
the experimental open school project would result in a large
change for the better in student responses to the new edu-
cational environment. There are, however, a number of
positive indicators. Children quite obviously enjoy school
now. This is not only reflected in the warm and friendly
atmosphere within the building but also in a substantially
improved attendance record. Parents often comment on
their children's efforts to reach school even when illness
should keep them home. Vandalism and wanton destruc-
tion of school property has dwindled to almost nothing.

t

There are also some indications of improvement in the
cognitive skills area. According to the two annual inde-
pendent evaluations, the children of all ages made signifi-
cant gains in social studies, in math concepts, and in
science. The students in the preschool unit improved in all
curricular areas, and the six- to nine-year-olds in the pri-
mary pod recorded near-grade-level gains on all language-
related subtests. Finally, the students who were promoted
to the seventh grade and left the building for the junior
high have had a noticeably better start in the new environ-
ment than their friends from previous years. With these
indications of progress, the staff, the parents, and the chil-
dren are working together to improve the program still
further, confident that the basic approach will help children
become fully functioning adults in today's society while at
the same time retaining their price in their unique heritage.

This article was written for the Title ID Quarterly by Mr. Johann F.
Ingold, Director, Open Concept School for indict'? Education, Sault
Ste. Marie, Michigan.
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"Aides work to assist the children with their varied individual needs...."
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Ethnicity, New Leverage for Change

An Essay from the Field

Recent years have witnessed resurrection of the debate
over the "melting pot" fact or myth? Is America culturally
pluralistic? If so, should those different cultures be ex-
plored in the classroom? Do many Americans have strong
feelings about their ethnicity? Should we teach children to
forget their ethnicity and become a part of "mainstream
America"? How do we educate children who feel thor-
oughly "American" together with children who feel
"ethnic"? These questions are becoming more meaningful
as answers are sought by diverse ethnic groups.

Among the advocates of white ethnic studies, the more
thoughtful are further extending the ethnic studies philos-
ophy of the Sixties. They are advocating a revival and new
exploration of the concept of cultural pluralism. Un-
doubtedly this was stimulated by other movements,
particularly the black movement, but the discontent of the
white ethnic is not new. It has been simmering for genera-
tions, and in its aggiornamento, the new ethnically-
conscious groups are perhaps engaged as deeply as any
elements in America in a crucially important search stem-
ming from the need F^r American consensus, a new and
liberally defined 'rational identity upon which we may,
perhaps, at last, agree.

This kind of ethnic activism is not competitive with non-
white movements. Indeed, at its best it is ecumenical and
must be kept so. It may well be that the ethnic, occupying
a broad middle status between the more achieved white
groups and the nonwhites, will serve as a mediating force
between two seemingly irreconcilable polarities.

The point is that white ethnic studies should not be too
casually dismissed, although some ethnic movements repre-
sent undeniable elements of backlash. It is the job of people
in white ethnic studies to develop a field which will be
constructive for all Americans and will reach out to non-
whites. It is also necessary to dispel the notion among non-
whites that all white people are alike or content to be alike.
With all of this in mind, an early attempt to blend white
and nonwhite ethnic studiesthe Racial Ethnic Action
Project (REAP), in Freeport, New York, was begun in
1969, sponsored by the Freeport Public Schools and the
Board of Cooperative Educational Services of Nassau
County, under a three-year grant from Title III of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act.
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The Community. Freeport is a suburban Long Island
village of 42,000 with a good cross-section of socio-
economic levels and ethnic groups. In 1968, Freeport had
witnessed black-white student confrontations in the senior
high school. The black community felt it was not being
included in the decision-making which affected the lives of
its children, and parents needed to sPe concrete changes
taking place in the conduct of teachers toward minority
children.

The white community felt fear after the first outbreak
Ur violence in the schools. This was exemplified by a
meeting of over 500 white parents intuit upon securing
"safety" for their children. Black parents, seeking "safety"
for their children, were denied entrance to the meeting.

The New Human Relations. In the project, ethnicity was
used as a tool to gain leverage in human relations situations.
It was and is a way of finding a common ground upon
which people can engage in dialogue and reveal to one
another their problems and their "humanhood." The ethnic
factor in human relations becomes all the more salient
when one considers the melting pot concept and why it has
not worked for all people. It has, however, worked for

Who are they? Studies have been conducted on social
distance; respondents rank in order their preferences of
ethnic groups from a randomly ordered list. Every study,
from 1928 to 1962, showed the same result: people list
their own group first, then "British, native white Ameri-
cans, and Canadians; then French, Germans, Norwegians,
Swedes, and other North Europeans; then Spaniards, Ital-
ians, and South and East Europeans; then Negroes, Japa-
nese, Hindus, and Turks."' This kind of evidence helped
sharpen REAP's focus on ethnic studies.

Multiethnic Studies Defined. The project's mission was
multiethnic social studies education. RLAY defined multi-
ethnic studies in a way that included the study of any and
all racial and ethnic groups that make up the United States.
REAP held that every child has a right to know the heritage
and American experience of his or her ethnic group. Edu-
cators who would concentrate ethnic studies on nonwhite
groups do all Americans a disservice by reducing the cur-
riculum content alternatives which students would have
when learning about the American experiment in demo-
cracy.



Affective Curriculum. A prime REAP objective was to
work with the New Yor:, State Social Studies Syllabus in
order to design lessons that sought to improve the self-
image of students and to develop positive attitudes among
students toward one another. Affective learning became a
very important part of the units because it offers so many
possibilities for bringing about change in student attitudes.
Some work has been done in American.schools regarding
ethnic cognitive materials, but almost no effort has been
made to explore and mold this with affective learning. It is
in this area that opportunities are found which might make
a difference. The results achieved by students, recorded on
video tape, have given teachers confidence and a sense of
renewal after many years of frustration when dealing with
the hostile attitudes generated by negative ethnic feelings.

A key recommendation, when exploring curriculum and
ethnicity, is to be heavily involved in affective learning as
the vehicle for ethnic content. When a news item or fact is
used to stimulate discussion, the teacher must be con-
versant with the ways of exploring student responses on an
emotional level. The words "spic," "nigger," and "polack"
should not chill a teacher's blood but should be viewed as
an opportunity to turn an ugly situation into a wholesome
and productive inquiry on a feeling level.

Curriculum and the Community. Another REAP objec-
tive was to involve the community. It was necessary to
create a structure that provided the community with a
voice in curriculum problem analysis and design. Parents,
students, and teachers, representing an ethnic and ideo-
logical spectrum of the town, were paid to serve as cur-
riculum advisors to two staff curriculum writers in two fifth-
and eighth-grade level Curriculum Study Groups (CSG).

A multiethnic curriculum resource library was provided
to aid in lesson plan preparation with human relations
strategies and the ethnic experiences of black, Chinese,
Hispanic, native American Indian, Italian, Japanese, Jewish,
and Polish peoples. The teacher-advisors tested lessons and
became th., core of a teacher inservice program which
analyzed and restru ,tured the lessons developed by the
groups for upper elementary school up to and including the
high school level.

One outstanding source of ethnic materials was the life
experiences of CSG members. When people from varied
ethnic backgrG'Jnds met to discuss ethnic problems and the
schools, they would often describe personal experiences to
illustrate a point. The foi owing example illustrates this
important input. A black father began describing expe-
riences he had as a teenager in a pre-World War II southern
Virginia community. He told of the indignity of having to
go to the rear of an ice cream store for ice cream and the
humiliation of receiving chocolate ice cream after re-
questing vanilla. At first he thought it was a mistake, but
after complaining, he discovered he was always to receive
chocolate ice cream because he was black. The story caused
other CSG members to respond sympathetically toward the
story's author, and it was suggested that a similar response
could be elicited from students hearing the story. The
parent was asked to tape-record the story; a teacher-writer
developed it for use in a role-playing situation, and it was
added to the curriculum.

This approach to finding material for the classroom has
benefits. Most importantly, the involvement of the parent-
author draws that person into a closer relationship with the
schools: a segment of that parent's life actually becomes a

relevant part of the students' school day. (A partial listing
of REAP materials can be found in the ERIC-IRCD collec-
tion under the number ED 070 800.)

Informing the School and Community. The objective of
informing the school and community was achieved with a
Curriculum Facilitation Group made up of board members,
central administration, and school principals. A School-
Community Advisory Group (SCAG) informed the com-
munity about goals and activities, sought their views and
reactions to REAP curriculum, and handled controversy.
The SCAG was made up of interested community people
and students.

Enlisting community participation is one of the greatest
problems schools face. How can parent attendance at
school functions be insured? Controversial issues will
usually draw people's interest; certainly multiethnic issues
inevitably involve controversy, and the force residing in
these controversial issues worked for REAP. Parents who
disagreed with project activities were always invited to a
SCAG meeting. These meetings were conducted informally,
with no more than 15 people seated, with coffee and cake,
in a circular arrangement to encourage group interaction.
Active group discussion was stimulated by the showing of
REAP materials, i.e., a film or filmstrip.

Official school personnel usually responded to com-
munity controversy by attempting to pacify the com-
plainant and reduce agitation. REAP's role, on the other
hand, was to investigate alternatives for the schools to
pursue in the future. REAP viewed matters of controversy
as an opportunity to explore the feelings of citizens who
disagreed with REAP activities and as a means of informing
them about the REAP program and school activities in
general. Dissident citizens of the community who had dif-
fering points of view, both black and white, were invited to
attend SCAG meetings and encouraged to bring their
friends. It was vital to include participants who had dif-
ferent opinions as well as different ethnic backgrounds.

At least for the Freeport community, the lesson learned
was that controversy can be a positive tool when used to
involve parents in school activities. Parents previously had
seemed to be saying that they felt left out and uninformed
about school activities. When they were informed about
school policy and programs and attempts were made to
contact and involve them, positive results were achieved
even though the initial instigation was the investigation of a
controversial issue. The process of clarifying and accepting
another's thoughts in good faith was probably more impor-
tant than the actual intellectual conflict. The approach
taken when entering into an encounter with a hostile
parent, i.e., an invitation, coffee, a comfortable place to sit,
and a genuine respect for another opinion, was a real
persuader.

Conclusion. REAP was a many-faceted program of
school-community involvement in building a multiethnic
program. It approached its goals by the exploration of
ethnicity as a positive factor common to all people. Its
signal goal was to face up to the insults a Polish-American
or Greek-American youngster may receive because his name
is hard to pronounce, the stereotyping of an Italian-
American boy as potential Mafioso, the much-documented
prejudice which is felt by American Indians, Afro and
Hispanic Americans, and Jews.

An American should have the freedom to choose his
own way of being American. His choice may or may not
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reflect his own ethnic uniqueness. By choice, immigrants
and their progeny may outWASP the WASP, or they may
choose to preserve that part of their language and cultural
background that provides joy and a sense of meaning in a
sometimes difficult world. Whatever the decision, all should
have the right to make the choice themselves. No one
should be forced by societal pressure to conform un-
willingry. The school, as an instrument of society, should
not limit alternatives but instead should provide options for
children to explore their identities. The school should con-
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tinue to pose tie question, always unresolved in a dynamic
American society, that was asked by Jean de Crevecouer in
1782: "What then is the American, this new man?"

This article was written for the Title III Quarterly by Mr. Thomas B.
Cousins and Mr. Julian E. Miranda, who conceived and directed
Project REAP.

'George E. Simpson and J.M. Yinger, Racial and Cultural Mi-
norities (New York: Harper and Row, Inc.), 1965, p. 113.



Ways and Means

A History Worth Mentioning

Ethnic Studies Project, San Angelo, 1 exas

In a schonl syqem ten per cent black, 38 pci L.Clli Mc Al-

can-American, and 52 per cent Anglo, it was evident to
teachers and administrators that in some instances students
were segregating themselves into ethnic groups by choice.
The Title III Ethnic Studies Project of the San Angelo,
Texas, public schools was created as an effort to produce a
learning environment in which cultural differences and
ethnic value systems are understood and accepted to the
extent that students no longer feel it necessary to limit
their association to members of their own group either in
the classroom or in extracurricular activities.

The desire of the project was to inject into all areas of
the social studies program at the junior high level materials
designed to present a balanced picture of all the ethnic
groups which have influenced and are presently influencing
our society. To this end, it was necessary both to train
teachers and to develop curriculum materials.

The first step in the program was to set up an eight-
weeks teacher workshop, for which the services of well-
qualified consultants with areas of specialization par-
ticularly suited to the project were secured. A multiethnic
group of ten teachers was employed to spend eight weeks
working with the consultants and developing units of study
for the project. Also employed was a multiethnic group of
26 junior high students who were paid an hourly wage to
serve in classroom groups where the materials and teaching
strategies were presented for student reaction. The student
participation proved to be an interesting and valuable
component of the project. Observations and advice from
members of the school community were also relied upon.

The workshop developed a series of 15 units suitable for
use in social studies classrooms for grades seven, eight, and
nine. The units employ strategies ranging through large-
group, small-group, and individualized processes. All were
designed to stimulate high levels of involvement of stu-
dents, not only in the classroom but also in community
activities. Teachers developed resources, including slides,
transparencies, tapes, picture collections, reproductions of
original documents, etc., and other materials were pur-
chased from commercial suppliers. Experimental classroom
settings were videotaped for teacher and student reaction,
and this videotaping activity proved to be a particularly
stimulating aspect of the project's pilot year.

The junior high school chosen for the pilot program was
selected because its student body reflected the ethnic com-
position of the community as a whole. At the same time
that the program was being piloted in this school, bound
copies of the teaching units were submitted to selected
teachers in other schools to be used in some classes, for the
purpose of stimulating systemwide interest in the materials
and to observe any differences which might be found in the
classroom effectiveness of teachers who had participated in
the training program as compared with those who had not.

"American Ethnic Studies- A Resource Bulletin," pre-
pared by the social studies coordinator of the San Angelo
Independent School District, suggests a rationale, resources,
and methods for giving a multiethnic character to American
studies courses at all grade levels. It lists as professional
resources books, bibiliographies, documents, and course
guides, and includes methodology, exploratory activities,
and suggestions to teachers for sharing ideas.

We have assumed in the past that every student
would identify with our heritage through a traditional
study of American history. This just does not seem to
be the case, particularly with some minority groups
like the Negro, the Mexican-American, the Indian,
and perhaps others to a lesser degree. Conditions
seem to indicate that they, in some cases, feel com-
pletely alienated from the mainstream of American
history and culture. Correction of this condition will
require patient assistance and intentional encourage-
ment on the part of teachers in helping youth to trace
the threads of partkipation by their ancestors in
creating the fabric of our society.

*
Minorities should not be thought of as being dis-

tinguishable lust by lar.gune, color, creed, or the like;
they should be viewed as minorities simply because
they lack sufficient numbers to be the majority.
Actually the majority, especially in American society,
consists of a changing and diverse group of minorities.
It always has.

The philosophy behind the effort we shall make
then is that we will try to inject ideas into our regu-
lar curriculum which will encourage both teachers
and students to begin inquiry into what constitutes
the American heritage. The basic concept should be
that our heritage is multiethnic and that all Ameri-
cans are Americans. It should emphasize that every
person seeks to be proud of a personal heritage as a
part of the history of his nation and of the world. It
should utilize every opportunity to help each class-
room soup to function responsively to its ethnic
composition. It should encourage every student to
enlarge his own awareness of the contributions that
various ethnic groups have made to the heritage of
mankind.

. . American Ethnic Studies
A Resource Bulletin
The San Angelo Public SchooS
San Angelo, Texas
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What Is an American?

Project Pride, Orono, Maine

The revision of an American history course required of
all juniors gave Orono High School in Orono, Maine, an
opportunity to bring an inter- and multidisciplinary ap-
proach to the study of the American heritage. To discover
as much as possible about what Americans are and how
they came to be the way they are, and to discover as much
as possible about the workings of those forces which con-
tinually affect the lives of each Americanas for instance,
laws, politics, art, music, and human behaviorare the ob-
jectives of the program.

Funded by a Title III grant, Project Pride (Probe, Re-
search, Inquire, Discover, Evaluate) deals with the study of
the American heritage through a series of topical units, with
each of these divided into a series of subtopics. The devel-
opmental chronology of the United States is followed
within the limits of eat..h of the topics, and an attempt is
made to show the relationship between pat and present
events.

The topics are

The Land and the Law
The Search for Identity
Growth of the Nation
Urbanization
Americans at War
Protest and Dissent
Commu nication
Education

The breakdown of a topic into subtopics is illustrated i;i
Topic II, The Search for Identity, which is subdivided into

The Vital Image: American and European Literature
The Arts: America Viewed Through Architecture and

the Arts
Political Identity: Changing Political Patterns
Social Identity: Ethnic and Racial Origins of Americans

Since Project Pride is designed to incorporate methods
and procedures designed to change roles and relationships
in the teaching process and to provide a more individualized
approach, students are encouraged to write their own objec-
tives. A student may therefore go beyond 15 suggested
activities to explore the life and culture of ethnic and
minority groups, but to stimulate his thinking he is offered
the following ideas:

prepare an ethnic food and present the finished
product with an explanation of its ingredients.
make and/or exhibit an ethnic dance, explaining its
purpose and origin.

demonstrate to the class an ethnic costume or article
of clothing, explaining its purpose and origin.
prepare a class presentation of the works of a famous
minority representative (such as an artist, musician,
entertainer, photographer, etc.).
sing a song common to an ethnic minority and pro-
vide the class with copies of it in translation.
meet with a representative from the Franco-American
Research and Organization Group (F.A.R.O.G.) on
campus and report (in writing 9r orally-2 pages) on
their program.
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;iterview a person of an ethnic origin asking at least
10 questions concerning his adjustment to American
life and present a text of that interview.
interview a person of an ethnic origin asking at least
10 questions concerning the elements of his culture
which have survived and compile a written report of
that interview.
interview a person of an ethnic origin asking at least
10 questions concerning his view of ethnic pride and
cultural solidarity and present (either orally or in
writing) an analytical report of that interview.
prepare a collage which includes at least 10 problems
faced by minority groups in a majority-ruled nation.
write a 3-page report on a book which deals with
Chicano, Mexican-American, or Spanish-American life
in the United States.

conduct a telephone book survey of the Bangor or
Old Town-Orono Area which breaks down names into
nationality and ethnic categories, and present in
writing your findings.
wri to a 3-page paper on three ceremonies or
rituals associated with Jewish iiie. Explain the
meaning and origin of each.

prepare a family tree (verified by your parents) which
traces your family back at least 4 generations.
prepare a demonstration (slides, pictures, drawings,
etc.) of at least 6 different ways of cs.;ebrating Christ-
mas throughout the United States which illustrate the
variety of ethnic and national identities which exist
here.

A Proud Heritage

N.E. Wisconsin In-School Telecommunications (NEWIST),
Green Bay, Wisconsin

A series of 16 color television programs makes the rich
ethnic background of the state of Wisconsin come alive for
students in the fifth and sixth grades under a Title III grant
to N.E. Wisconsin In-School Telecommunications
(NEWIST) in Green Bay. NEW /ST is a school systems co-
operative created by Wisconsin's Central Educational Ser-
vice Agency (CESA) #9 in 1967, to provide a regular in-
structional television service for the CESA #9 broadcast
area. Also under its Title III grant, NEW /ST earlier created
a program series on the geography of Wisconsin, "Under-
standing Wisconsin Our Home," which is suggested fo use
at the fourth-grade level.

The purpose of "Wisconsin: A Proud Heritage" is, in the
words of the project's descriptive materials, to

... make pupils aware of the fact that our industry, agri-
culture, government, culture (all of human endeavor) has
been the esuli of efforts by people of many nation-
alities. Our state is a stewpot of peoples, each of which
contributes its own special flavor to the ethnic mix.
Pupils should also realize that, except for native Ameri-
can Indians, all of our forebears were immigrants, and
that these people who developed our state were real
people, with needs, emotions, aspirations, and frailties.
This, we hope, will contribute to an understanding
among children that we all have reason for pride in our
own particular ethnic background.



The 16 color videotapes produced by the project are
titled. The. Woodland People, The Menominee People, The
French, The Yankees, The Cornish, The Norwegians, The
Finns and the Icelanders, The Germanic People I, The Ger-
manic People II, The Belgians and the Dutch, The Irish,
The Polish and the Slays, The Southern Europeans, The
African Americans, The Latins, and The Wisc-onsinite.

Because little film footage dealing with the story of
Wisconsin's people was found to be available, much new
film was shot on location by the production crew after
research and interviews in the field with persons who had
knowledge of historic people, places, and events. The films
use both dramatic rec6nstruction of historic events and
documentary presentations such as a visit to an abandoned
lead mine. ,N manual containing pre- and posttelecast ac-
tivities, suggestions, and references is available for use by
teachers. The television programs and the accompanying
manual are offered to all Wisconsin schools served by in-
structional television broadcasts.

WISCONSIN: A PROUD HERITAGE

J.
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Someone To Talk To

Project SAVL (Strident Advocate Voice in Education),
Albert Lea, Minnesota

Project SAVE was designed to help students from the
Mexican-American segment of the rural, medium-sized com-
munity of Albert Lea. Mexican-Americans who came to
Freeborn County oi;ginally as migrant agricultural workers
are still for the most part relegated to "stoop labor" in the
sugar beet, cabbage, or potato fields of the area, or to
menial jobs in factories. In the schools, their children have
had a dropout rate of 60 per cent, poor attendance records,
and a comparatively high incidence of legal adjudication.

A series of extensive conversations with principals, coun-
selors, teachers, concerned parents, and students was con-
ducted prior to the project, in an effort to ascertain causes
of thew problems and to identify potential solutions. Cul-
tural loss appeared to be the primary reason. The Mexican-
American has experienced a tremendous cultural shock.

Even if he maintains a few traits and characteristics of his
cultural identity, he often loses his sense of pride and his
sense of belonging. Language difficulties compound the
problem, since in many homes Spanish only is spoken. This
is a fine way to preserve a cultural aspect, but when chil-
dren come to English-only schools from homes which d re
not bilingual, they often feel rejected, their achievement is
frequently poor, and by the time they reach high school
they ma,' have become completely turned off about school
and education. When these factors are added to poverty, as
is generally the case, the picture is bleaker still.

Based on these problems, Project SA E was conceived
around the hiring of a full -time Spanish-speaking student
advocate, who would make it his business to work directly'
with Mexican-American students, parents, and community
groups. Individual and intensive group counseling efforts
have become a major component of the project. Experience
indicates that most students will ciiscuss their problems and
possible solutions with an advocate who shares their lan-
guage and cultural tradition. In the group-counseling com-
ponent, peer assistance is utilized to help students work out
their problems, employing the PPC Positive Peer Cultural
model based on the idea that piers can exert more in-
fluence in some areas than counselors, teachers, or adminis-
trators.

Project activities also include inservice training sessions
for teachers. The purpose is to make teachers aware that,
due to cultural values and attitudes, Mexican-American
students may react differently in a variety of situations
than their Anglo counterparts. As an extension of this
training, the advocate has distributed extensive biblio-
graphic material pertaining to Mexican-American culture
for use by teachers and for reference in each school library.
A human relations course at Mankato State College to ful-
fill state requirements for recertification of teachers has

1.111111/
The impact of this program cannot and ihould not

be measured simply by quantitative data based on
attendance and dropout records. These are important,
but the immeasurable things that are being done by
raising the self-image and self-respect of a minority
group are of a muter dimension in the qualitative
WM.

The results of this protect must be projected over a
long term. Poor attitudes bad habits, low self-esteem,
poor performance, and inadequate social growth and
development cannot be improved in a short time
when society has nurtured these deplorable things for
centuries. The evaluator can only commend those
connected with this protect who are making the ef-
fort to make conditions better for these people.

. . .. Preliminary Evaluation Report,
Student Advocate Voice in Education
Albert Lea, Minnesota

been initiated and includes as staff three Mexican-American
parents from the project area.

While the foregoing are essentially additions to the regu-
lar school program, a major purpose of the project is to
design and implement specific curricular changes. An Inter-
Cultural Advisory Committee has been appointed to review
progress of the project and recommend changes to the
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advocate and the district which will keep Mexican -
American students in school. One such change has been the
hiring of a Spanish.speaking teacher with local funds, to
provide tutoring help and other assistance to Mexican-
American students who are having difficulty in various
subjects. Students are also used as tutors as part of the
project's efforts, aid reading machines are used as a partial
approach to the problem of language facility.

Project SAVE succeeded during its first year of opera-
tion in improving the attendance of Mexican-American
students by 32 per cent over the p.cceding year. Needs are
still apparent with respect to the problems presented by an
alien language, inadequate motivation, and insufficient
home reading materials, but attendance at school has ob-
viously been made more attractive than it had previously
been to this group of students.

A Minigrant Approach

renth Oral Skills and French-Cunudian Culture,
Newport, Vermont

'n the northeastern area of the state of Vermont th-re is
a need "or understanding and appreciation of the Fr ncn-
Canadian culture. One of the recommendations made by
the Visi ing Committe:: of the New England Association of
Colleges and Secondar. Schools has been for "course con-
tent ... given t ; such areas as understanding and appre-
ciating all aspects of (the French-Canadian) cultural herit-
age, not only for its rich personal significance but also as
contributive to oui common heritage." There is, in addi-
tion, a need to improve the self-image of the leaner of a
foreign language in this case French- since many beginning
language students in high school experience difficulties
which result less from language learning problems than
from reticence in using the language in the presence of their
peers.

Under a Title III minigrant from the Vermont Depart-
ment of Education, both of these objectives are brought
together in the Fiench Orul Skills and French Canadian
Culture Project in the ninth grade of the North Country
Union High School, in Newport, Vermont. The project is
designed to use art materials and a variety of activities asso-
ciated with them to integrate the study of culture into a
language arts program.

Two basic arts programs were mapped out for the
project, one a study of Gothic architecture and the other
the design, creation, arid use of puppets. In the Gothic
architecture component, students visited historical and
architectural sites in Montreal, and studied the designing
and making of the stained glass used in Gothic buildings.
They heard a speaker on the subject of stained glass who
demonstrated and discussed the various forms of the glass.
Following this, the students drew up their own designs,
applied the pressure-sensitive lead strips, and painted their
creations. The glass for the stained glass work was saved for
the students by the school's custodial staff.

In the puppet component, each student worked with a
companion to design and finish a puppet; the work was
done in three class sessions, during which only French was
spoken. Backgrounds for a puppet stage were drawn by the
students, and the stage was lighted and curtain rods in-
stalled. Plays for presentation to groups within their school
and in other schools were selected by the ,tudents, and the
class was divided into groups of five students each to
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present the plays, five being the minimum number needed
for c.,peakers, announcers, movers, and puppeteers. Twenty-
two separate performances were scheduled in one semester,
the dialogue being presented in French with English ex-
planations given between the acts. After the performance
one member of each team taught the children in the au-
dience a simple French song.

In evaluation of the project, there will be measurement
of the development of French oral skills and also testing of
attitudinal changes relative to the French-Canadian culture.
The minigrant cost-per-pupil was five dollars.

Cultural Identification

The uneuu Indian Studies Protect,
Juneau, Alaska

One-fifth of Alaska's population is non-white (Eskimo,
Aleut, and Indian) and the bilingual/bicultural problems
have been great and on,' recently attended to at all. Stan-
dardized achievement tests administered to children in the
Juneau, Alaska, elementary schools in 1970-71 showed that
Alaskan Indian children, collectively, were achieving at sig-
nificantly lower levels than other groups in the school
population in language, mathematics, reading, and work-
study skills. In one school which had an Indian population.
of 33 per zent, twir-fifths of the school's underachieves
were from that group. In one-to-one interviews with th.sc

When the sky is a howlin you will know
That the winds have already begun to blow.

They blow back the green IVA grass
Like wriggly old fingers going part.

Winds blow the swaying trees
With a very, very windy breeze.

The Pees seem like big old ugly monsters
Coming down for animal youngsters.

Sometime a windy breeze
Will think cold and start to freeze.

Then no longer will you see
Wriggly grass and swaying trees.

Sam Beaton
Fifth Grade, Capitol School
The Juneau Indian Studies Project
Juneau, Alaska

underachieving children, school officials found that most
verbalized very low esteem of themselves.

The / uneau Indian Studies Pro /ect was created under
Title Ill funding to explore the possibility that identifica-
tion and appreciation of the native culture from which the
Indian children come wou .1 result in improved ego-image in
the children, which would in turn result in improved school
performance. The project employs local Tlingit craftsmen
to bring a variety of Indian arts and crafts into the class-
room. On a typical day, the team of artisans will visit an
elementary school, bringing along the tools of their trade
and setting up demonstrations of carving, bead sewing,
dancing, costume-making, and legend-telling. The classroom
moves, also, to make use of local education resources in-



cluding the Alaska state Museum which displays Alaskan
Indian artifacts and is staffed by experts in native cultural
matters.

The project's first-year plan called for all elementary
school students in grades three, fri tr, and five to receive
instruction in the Tlingit Indian culture. It is intended that
the program will eventually reach all six grades in all of the
district's elementary schools.

Bridging the Gap in Madison

lnservice Training Project in Intergroup Relations,
Madison. Wisconsin

That schools may perpetuate intergroup conflict and in-
equities through their traditional tendency to reflect the
values and perceptions of the dominant culture, and that
most educators have had little opportunity to learn about
groups outside their own and are consequently ill-equipped
to teach the multiethnic nature of American society are the
underlying concepts of the lnservice Training Project irr
Intergroup Relations.

Under a Title III grant to the Madison, Wisconsin, school
system, Project Intergroup Relations has developed a model
for inservice training to provide educators with an under
standing of the impact of the forces of racism, classism,
sexism, prejudice, And discrimination in American life. The
need for education in intergroup relations is seen as being
greatest in predominantly white communities where the

majority of teachers, textbook writers, curriculum de-
velopers, and college professors receive their education

The basic approach of the Madison model for planned
change is normative-re-educative, with a cognitive aspect
consisting of readings in recent research in nine defined
areassocial stratification, economic deprivation, culture
and culture contact, race and racism, sex and sexism, family
organization, effects of social class and ethnicity on intel-
lectual functioning, educational organization patterns, and
classroom functioning. An affective aspect consists of trigger
films eight to ten minutes in length, produced especially for
the program and designed to evoke feelings and reactions
from the participants in each of the nine areas. Various
activities and exercises pertaining to the topic of the film,
interdisciplinary in approach and on a kindergarten-to-
twelfth-grade basis, are presented after each showing, and in
order to ensure that they understand the processes involved in
each activity and its applicability to classroom use, the par-
ticipants engage in one of the activities as a group. In the
week following the presentation of a topic area, teachers
involve their students in the activities which have been dis-
cussed in the training session. It is the assumption of
Project Intergroup Relations that internalization of new
knowledge ss ill bring about changes in the attitudes of edu-
cators in the problem areas covered by the training course,
and that these attitudes will be reflected in their behavior
and conveyed to students both in the classroom and
through the total school atmosphere.

BRINING
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ESEA Title III Projects in

Cultural Diversity

The following projects were identified by ESEA Title III
State Coordinators in response to a request for a listing of
projects in their states relating to ethnic studies, bilingual
education, and cultural diversity.

ALASKA

Juneau Indian Studies, Mr. David Dillman, 1250 ,lacier
Avenue, Juneau, Alaska 99801

ARIZONA

Visual DiscriminationA Reading Key, Mrs. Floy Sanders,
Amphitheater Elementary School District #-'10, 125 East
Prince Road, Tucson, Arizona 85705

Guidance Services for School and Community, Mr. Tom
Robinette, Eloy District #1, P.O. Box 728, Eloy, Arizona
85231

Highlight Early Learning Problems (HELP), Mr. Robert
Waltzer, Flagstaff Elementary District #1, 701 North Ken-
drick. Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

Teaching Vocational Business Management Through Hydro-
phonics, Mr. David Cox, Indian Oasis Elementary School,
P.O. Box 248, Sells, Arizona 86534

Volunteer Assistance Program, Dr. Kenneth Walker,
Phoenix Elementary District #1, 125 East Lincoln,
Phoenix, Arizona 85004

Community Schools for Community Action, Mr. Stuart
Kanimerman, Dr. Paul Plath, Phoenix Union High School,
25:16 West Osborn Road, Phoenix, Arizona 85017

Y:ar-Round High Schools for Phoenix, Dr. Terry Terrill,
Phoenix Union High School District, 2526 West Osborn
Road, Phoenix, Arizona 8501 7

Attacking Educational Problems in Rural Schools, Mrs. Bar-
bara Russell, Pinal County School Office, P.O. Box 769,
Florence, Arizona 85232

Progress AQlalysis Through Computer Evaluation (TACE),
Mrs. Barbara Burrows, Sunnyside Elementary School Dis-
trict #12, 470 East Valencia Road, Tucson, Arizona 85706
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Mother and Child Learning Team, Mr. Servando Carillo,
Wilson School District =7, 2411 East Buckeye Road,
Phoenix, Arizona 85034

Collective Educational Effort in Learning, Mr. Ruben Perez,
Yurna Elementary School District, 450 Sixth Street, Yuma,
Arizona 85364

Individualized Indian Instruction, Mr. Peter Soto, Yuma
Elementary School District, 400 Sixth Avenue, YUMA,
Arizona 85364

Ethnic Educational Depolarization (HEED), Mr. Wallace
Burgess, Sacaton School District #18, Sacaton, Arizona
85247

ARKANSAS

Eudora-Community Involvement Project for Culture and
Curriculum, Mrs. Janet Prince, Eudora Public Schools,
Eudora, Arkansas 71640

CALIFOF NIA

Involving Truant Mexican-American Students, Dr. Thomas
Neel, Norwalk-La Mirada Unified School District, 12820
South Pior eer Boulevard, Norwalk, California 90650

Cuauhtemoc Home-Centered Bilingual Preschool, Mi. Frank
Gonzalez-Mena, 2625 Fair Oaks Avenue, Redwood City,
California 94063

Supplementary Indian Education, Mr. John P. Andreassen,
658 East Main Street, San Jacinto, California 92383

Northern Indian California Educational Project, Mr. Buster
R. McCurtain, 526 A Street, Eureka, California 95501

COLORADO

Cultural Resource Center-Spanish of the Southwest, Mr.
Angelo Velasquez, San Luis Board of Cooperative Services,
Adams State College Library, Room 201, Alamos:,
Colorado 81101

Home Preschool Program, Dr. Graham M. Sterritt, 102 West
Orman Avenue, Pueblo, Colorado 81004



Pre-School Early Childhood Bilingual-Bicultural for Non-
English Speakers, Mrs. Lean Archuleta, Yuma Street
Center, 2320 West f uurth Avenue, Denver, Colorado
80223

Ark Valley Cooperative Community Education, Mr. Mike
Schneider, Arkansas Valley Board of Cooperative Services,
P.O. Box 1128, Laiunta, Colorado 81050

Junior High School Interdisciplinary Career Education, Mr.
John T. Farrington, South junior High School, 701 South
Nevada Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903

A Comprehensive, Community-Based Career Education Pro.
gram for Dropouts, Mr. Peter Ellsworth, 4720 East 69th
Avenue, Commerce City, Colorado 80910

A Minorities Studies Program. Ms. Judith Vogel, 1520
Verde Drive, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80910

CONNECTICUT

S.P.H.E.R.E., Mr. David Kern, 47 Vine Street, Hartford,
Connecticut 06103

Bi-Cultural Early Childhood Program, Miss Virginia Lity,
Board of Education, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06604

Life Through Cinema, Board of Education, 249 High
Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06103

DELAWARE

Developmental Guidance: Prevention Replaces Correction,
Mrs. LaVon Palmer. De La Warr School District, Chase
Avenue, Garfield Park, New Castle, Delaware 19720

FLORIDA

Cooperatively Involved Resources for Children in Low.
Incomc Environments, M,. Mary Virginia Fearnside, 1900
South East Fourth Street, Woodland Day Care Center,
Gainesville, Florida 32601

Individualized Spanish for English Speakers, Mrs. Mirta R.
Vega, 1410 North East Second Avenue, Room 210, Miami,
Florida 33132

Children's ConcernsA Curriculum Base, Mr. Charles Gadd.
P.O. Box 670, Ocala, Florida 32670

HAWAII

Hawaii English Project, Dr. S. Shimabkuro, 1750 Wist
Place, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

ILLINOIS
Ruben Salazar Community Bilingual Center, Mr. Tony Vas-
quez, 3316 South Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60608

Community Bilingual Education Centers, Mr. Tony Vas-
quez, 3100 South Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60622
Project Success, Mr. Robert Feazel, 1700 Jerome Lane,
Cahlkia, Illinois 62206

Operation Impact, Mr. Thomas Webb, District 20 Office,
6541 South Stewart Street, Chicago, Illinois 60641

Amerindian Culture and Education Skills and Community
Urban Indian Village Center, Miss Lucille St. Germaine,
Little Big Horn School, 919 West Barry, Chicago, Illinois
60657

East St. Louis Urban Academy, Ms. Vera Phillips, 240
North Sixth Street, East St. Louis, Illinois 52201

Student Leadership Project to Develop and Train Student
Human Relations Leader in a Desegregated Setting, Mr.
Ivan A. Baker, 242 South Orchard Drive, Park Forest, Illi-
nois 60466

Winning Public Support of A Desegregated School System,
Dr. Thomas E. Van Dam, 16001 Minerva, South Holland,
Illinois 60473

INDIANA

Project Latchstring, Mr. Alan Howenstine, Michigan City
Area Schools, 609 Lafayette Street, Michigan City, Indiana
46360

Outdoor Resident School, Dr. Magdalene A. Davis, India-
napolis Public Schools, 120 East Walnut Street, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46204

Program to Overcome Racial Disparity, Mr. Michael Mato-
vich, East Chicago Public Schools, 2700 Cardinal Drive,
East Chicago, Indiana 46312

Cooperation Between School and Home, Mr. B. Thomas
Tinkel, North Adams Community Schools, Box 191, De-
catur, Indiana 46733

Home Based Infant Center, Cr. Carrie Dawson, School City
of Gary, 620 East Tenth Place, Gary, Indiana 46402

Augmenting Reading Skills Through Language Reading
Transfer, Ms. Rita Sheridan, Indianapolis Public Schools,
1'20 East Walnut Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Listen Project, Mr. David E. Greenburg, Indianapolis Public
Schools, 120 East Walnut Street, Indianapolis, Indiana
46204

Integrated Bilingual Development Program, Mr. Roger
Howe, Huntington County Community School Corpora-
tion, 959 Guilford Street, Huntington, Indiana 46750

IOWA

Assistance in Communication SkillsDISTAR, Mr. Tim
Quarton, 1001 Harrison Street, Davenport, Iowa 52803

Positive Experience Program, Dr. Earl Berge, 5 North 16th
Street, Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501

KANSAS

Humanities Involvement for the Culturally Deprived, Mr.
Steve L. Gillen, 2719 Main Street, Parsons, Kansas 67357

MAINE

Project Pride, Mr. Daniel W. Soule, Orono High, Orono,
Maine 04473

Maine Street Museum, Mr. john P. Daniels, Capitol Com-
plex, Augusta, Maine 04330

MASSACHUSETTS

Community language Program, Mr. lgnacia B. Mallon, St.
Stephens School, Clinton Street, Framingham, Massachu-
setts 01701

Curriculum Development in Bilingual Education, Ms. Betsy
Tregar, 21 james Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02118
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Mattapan Human Relations Program, Ms. DorothY Cash,
1641 Blue Hell Avenue, Mattapan, Massachusetts 02126

Sidetrack, Rull `A'al(N, Br. School, Lincoln Massa-
chusetts 01773

Individualized Methods and Portugese/Americisn Cultural
Training, Mr. Maw Teixeira, 565 Chickening Road, North
Andover, Massachusetts 01845

MICHIGAN

Development of Better Race Relations, Mr. Clifford M.
Luft, Bark River-Harris Schools, Bark River, Michigan
49807

Project BAC STOP-Cognitive Skills, Dr. Garth Errington,
Willard Library Building, 3 West Van Buren Street, Battle
Creek, Michi.ein 49016

Social Action Changing Racial Attitudes Reducing Racial
Incidents, Ms. Peg cartcr, 2100 Pontiac Lake Road, Pon-
tiac, Michiagn 48058

Multi-Ethnic Curriculum Reivison Proposal. Dr. James C.
Bunten, 2555 South State Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48106

Innovative Comprehensive Program for Bilingual Students,
Mr. Frank Lazano, 5057 Woodward, Detroit, Michigan
48221

Open Concept School For Indian Education, Mr. Johann F.
Ingold, 408 East Spruce Street, Sault Sainte Marie,
Michigan 49783

MINNESOTA

Student Advocate Voice in Education, Mr. Terry Moriarty,
Southwest junior High School, Albert Lea, Minnesota
56007

Duluth Indian Childhood Education Program, Mr. W. Larry
Belgarde, Barnes-Ames Building, Lake Avenue and Second
Street, Duluth, Minnesota 55802

Legitimizing Education for Individual Life Styles School
of Survival (SOS), Ms. Barb,.!a J. Fraser, North High
School, 17th and Fremont North, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55411

Willard Increasing Pride on the GO (WIPOG), Mr. Jules
Beck, Willard School, 1615 Queen Avenue North, Minne-
apolis, Minnesota 55411

Urban Centers for Quality Integrated Education, Dr. James
P. Kennedy, Associate Superintendent for Elementary Edu-
cation, 807 Northeast Broidway, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55413

Meeting Critical Rural Educational Needs, Mr. Otto N.
Kamrud, Park Rapids Area Middle School, Park Rapids,
Minnesota 56470

MISSISSIPPI

Student Action Team Teaching, Mr. Marion Hayes, Jeffer-
son County Schools, P.O. Box 157, Fayette, Mississippi
39069

Success Breeds Success: A Multi-Phase Approach to Oral
Communication, Mrs. Carl Hancock, Lumberton L;ne Con-
solidated School District, Box 551, Lumberton, Mississippi
39455
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MONTANA

Project Understanding, Ms. jean Muller, Ronan Public High
School, Ronan, Montana 59864

Enhancement of Learning Through Stress-Conflict Re-
duction, Dr. Richard O'Grady , Browning Public Schools,
Browning, Montana 59417

NEBRASKA

Indian Guidance Project, Mr. Bill Podraza, Alliance Public
Schools, 100 West 14th Street, Alliance, Nebraska 69301

NEVADA

Counseling and Ethnic Studies Project, Mr. Wallace Peter-
sen, Mineral Country School District, P.O. Box 1547, Haw-
thorne, Nevada 89415

Nye County Guidance-Counseling Services, Mrs. Florence
Robinson, Nye County School District, P.O. Box 113,
Tonopah, Nevada 89049

NEW JERSEY

Dale Avenue Early Childhood Education Project, Mrs.
Helen Hanson, Dale Avenue School, 21 Dale Avenue, Pater-
son, New jersey 07505

Late Intervention with a New Curriculum, Mrs. Vera P.
Thompson, Paterson Board of Education, 31-33 Church
Street, Paterson, New jersey 07505

Project LEM: Learning Experience Module, Mrs. Eleanor
Russo, Hackensack Public Schools, 355 State Street, Hack-
ensack, New jersey 07601

Creating Language Improvement Materials for Bilingual
Students, Mr. James Johnson, Greater Egg Regional High
School, Mays Landing, New Jersey 08330

Engineering and Secondary Education, Mr. Gilbert Morten-
son, Princeton High School, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Supportive Bilingual Guidance Services, Mr. Michael
Potempa, Mitchell Building, 500 North Broad Street, Eliza-
beth, New Jersey 07208

Tri-Community Problem Solving Clinic, Mr. John DeSane,
Extended School Services, Liberty School, Englewood,
New Jersey 07631

Parents as Partners, Ms. Dorothy R. Wilson, Mt. Royal
School, Mt. Royal, New Jersey 08061

Training Parent Councils in Education Decision Making,
Mrs. Kathryn Brown, East Orange Board of Education, 21
Winans Street, East Orange, New Jersey 07017

A Plan for Improving Inter-Personal Relationships, Mr.
Eugene McCullough, Ramtown School, Ramtown- Greenville
Road, Lakewood, New Jersey 07727

NEW MEXICO

A Sustained Primary Program for Bilingual Students, Mr. J.
Paul Taylor, 301 West Amador, Las Cruces, New Mexico
88001

Self, Society, and Culture, Ms. Annabelle R. Scoon, Albu-
querque Indian School, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107



Armijo Bilingual-Bicultural Program, Mr. Henn 1 rujillo,
West Las Vegas Sthoias, Post °nice Drawer I, Las Vegas,
New \ S771.)1

Bilingual-Bicultural Demonstration Center, Mrs. Maria
Gutierrez Spencer, Sixth Street Schooi, Silver City, Ness
Mexico 88061

Materials Production Center, Mr. Arthur J. Bartles Artesia
Public Schools, 1106 West Quay, Artesia, New Mexico
88210

Navajo Reading Study, Mr. Bernard Spolsky, The Univer-
sity of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Title III ESEA Videotape, Mr. Henry Burditt, Carlsbad
Municipal Schools, 103 West Hagerman, Carlsbad, New
Mexico 88220

Interdisciplinary Music Planning Program, Ms. M. Louise
Lee, Wingate Elementary Building School, Fort Wingate,
New Mexico 87316

Bilingual-Bicultural Demonstration Center, Mr. Albino
Benavidez Baca, 600 East Hobbs Street, Roswell, New
Mexico 88201

NEW YORK

lnterdistrict Curriculum Development (Polyculturai), Mr.
James D. Purcell, Niskayuna Public Schools, Van Antwerp
Road, Schenectady, New York 12309

Interdistrict, Interracial Pupil Educator Exchange Program,
Mr. Arthur D. Sullivan, 507 Deer Park Road, Dix Hills, New
York 11746

Black American Museum, Mr. Frank Mesiah, 3000 Highland
Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York 14305

Bilingual Resource Center, Ms. Gloria Zuazua, 110 Living-
ston Street, Room 222, Brooklyn, New York 11201

Bilingual Elementary School, Mr. Mario LeMagne, Com-
munity District 014, 310 South First Street, Brooklyn,
New York 11206

Street Academy, Mr. Robert Peterkin, 224 North Pearl
Street, Albany, New York 12201

Haaren Mini-School Complex: Professional Development,
Mr. Bernard V. Deutchman, 899 Tenth Avenue, New York,
New York 10019

Racial Ethnic Action Project, Mr. Thomas B. Cousins,
Board of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES), 125
Jericho Turnpike, Jericho, New York 11753

East Harlem Preschool Learning Program, Ms. Shirley
Munoz, 174 East 104th Street, New York, New York
10029

NORTH CAROLINA

Two Arts Cultures Three (TACT), Mr. Bernard Hirsch, P.O.
Box 277, Sylva, North Carolina 28779

Home-School Involvement for Reading, Mrs, Doris Sanders,
Shelby City Schools, 310 East Marion Street, Shelby, North
Carolina 28150

OHIO

Afro-American Curriculum Offict and Resource Center, Mr.
Wesley J. Jones, Jr., Manhattan and Elm, Toledo, Ohio
4 3 608

Robinson Environmental Centers, Mr. Brian G. Williams,
1156 Fourth Avenue, Akron, Ohio 44306

Impact of a Pre-School and !nterracial Program, Mrs. Judy
Barg, 230 East Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Urban Schools Effective Reading, Mr. L. W. Huber, 270
East State Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215

Mexican-American Curriculum Office, Mr. William Vor-
hacucr, Manhattan Boulevard & Elm Street, Toledo, Ohio
43608

OREGON

Native Initiated Program for Students, Mr. Leo B. Henry,
Chemawa Indian School, Chemawa, Oregon 97306

PENNSYLVANIA

Helping the Culturally Different Pupil, Dr. Desmond J.
Nunan, Allentown School District, 31 South Penn Street,
Allentown, Pennsylvania 18105

Middle School Affective Education, Mr. Harry B. Singer,
School District of Pittsburgh, 341 South Bellefield Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

An Open-Space Bilingual/Bicultural Approach to Ele-
mentary Education, Mr. Michael Zotos, Bristol Borough
School District, 420 Buckley Street, Bristol, Pennsylvania
19007

Samson L. Freeman School of Humanities, Dr. Bernard G.
Kelner, District zt:6 Superintendent, School District of
Philadelphia, 21st Street and the Parkway, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19103

Joint System Social Studies Program, Dr. George French,
School District of Philadelphia, 21st Street and the Park-
way, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Modified ESL--Biiingual Program, Dr, Ralph C, Geigle,
Reading School District, 8th & Washington Streets, Read-
ing, Pennsylvania 19601

SOUTH DAKOTA

Neural Resource Education, Mr. James Legg, Oglala Com-
munity School, Pine Ridge, South Dakota 57770

TEXAS

Ethnic Studies, Mr. C. D. Henry, 100 North Magdalen, San
Angelo, Texas 76901

VERMONT

French Oral Skills and French Canadian Culture, Mrs. Eliza-
beth LeRoy, Orleans - Essex -North Supervisory District,
Blake Street, Newport, Vermont 05855

Project CAWST (Come Alive with Student Teachers), Sister
Cecile Brassard D.H.S., Rice Memorial High School, Bur-
lington, Vermont 05401

Total Immersion in French, Ms. Lyrace Fountain, Bur-
lington High School, Burlington, Vermont 05401

WASHI NGTON

Pride-in-Heritage, Mr. Robert Bradford, 825 West Trent
Avenue, Spokane, Washington 99201
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Technologically Advanced Elementary School, Mr. Robert
Reynolds, Stanley Elementary School, 1712 South 17th,
Tacoma, Washington 98405

Interdisciplinary Program for Classroom Intervention, Mr.
Wayne Foley, Gatzert Elementary School, 615 - 12th
Avenue South, Seattle, Washington 98144

Providing Educational/Vocational Opportunities, Mr. Dale
Fountain, Stewart Junior High School, 5010 Pacific
Avenue, Tacoma, Washington 98405

Project Success, Dr. Ralph Carlson, North Kitsap School
district Number 400, Route 4, Box 846, Pouisbo, Wash-
ington 98370

WISCONSIN

Inservice Training Project in Intergroup Relations, Mr.
Roland Buchanan, Mr. John Strother, Madison Public
Schools, 545 West Dayton Street, Madison, Wisconsin
53 703

North East Wisconsin In-School Telecommunications
(NEWIST), Mr. Russ Widoe, Mr. Brian Schmid lin, Univer-
sity Circle Drive, Green Bay, Wisconsin 54302

A New Start in Indian Education, Mr. Eugene Stauffer,
Ashland Unified School District #1, Ellis Avenue, Ashland,
Wisconsin 54806

Comparative Cultures, Mr. George Hightdudis, 308 West
Main Street, Waupun, Wisconsin 53963
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WYOMING

Personalizing Learning Opportunities, Mr. Louis Kraus,
School District Number 38, Box 211, Arapahoe, Wyoming
82510

GUAM

Chamorro Materials Development, Sister Ellen Jean Klien,
P.O. Box DE, Agana, Guam 96910

PUERTO RICO

Bilingual Education Program for Papa Juan XXIII Junior
High School, Dr. Adela Mendez, Department of Education,
Box 759, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00919

TRUST TERRITORY

Rota Bilingual Learning Project, Miss Carole Mihalko, Song-
song Village, Rota, Mariana islands 96951

Project PACIFIC, (Pacific Area Consortium in Facilitating
Improved Communication), Ms. Mary C. Foster, Depart-
ment of Education, Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950

Social Studies Curriculum Task Force, Mr. James Vincent,
Kolonia, Ponape 96941




